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ABSTRACT

What happened? Who? When? Where? Why? What will happen next? are the funda-

mental questions asked to comprehend the overwhelming amount of information. Answers to

these questions are the core knowledge communicated through multiple forms of information,

regardless of whether presented as text, images, videos, audio, or other modalities.

To obtain such knowledge from multimodal data, this dissertation focuses onMultimodal

Information Extraction (IE), and propose Event-Centric Multimodal Knowledge

Acquisition to evolve traditional Entity-centric Single-modality knowledge into Event-

centric Multi-modality knowledge. Traditional entity-centric approaches to consuming mul-

timodal information focus on concrete concepts (such as objects, object types, physical

relations, e.g., a person in a car), while this dissertation endows machines to understand

complex abstract semantic structures that are difficult to ground into image regions but

are essential knowledge (such as events and semantic roles of objects, e.g., driver, passenger,

passerby, salesperson). It is able to consolidate complex semantic structures of multi-

ple modalities, providing a major benefit over recent research advances in single-modality

(text-only or vision-only) knowledge.

Such a transformation poses significant challenges in terms of understanding multimodal

semantic structures (such as semantic roles) and temporal dynamics (such as future partic-

ipants and their roles):

• Understanding Multimodal Semantic Structures to answer What happened?,

Who?, Where?, and When? (Knowledge Extraction): Due to the structural nature

and lack of anchoring in a specific image region, abstract semantic structures are

difficult to synthesize between text and vision modalities through general large-scale

pretraining. We introduce complex event semantic structures into vision-language

pretraining (CLIP-Event), and propose a zero-shot cross-modal transfer of semantic

understanding abilities from language to vision, which resolves the poor portability

issue of IE and supports Zero-shot Multimodal Event Extraction (M2E2) for the

first time. We also release an open-source Multimodal IE system GAIA to serve as an

off-the-shelf tool for the research community.

• Understanding Temporal Dynamics to answer What will happen next?, Who

will participant? and Why? (Knowledge Reasoning): The significance of capturing

temporal dynamics has led to recent advances in script knowledge learning, however,
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which has been overly simplified to be local and sequential. We propose Event Graph

Schema, which open doors to a global event graph context to enable alternative

predictions, along with structural justifications including location-, attribute-, and

participant-specific details.

• Generating truthfully with Event-Centric Knowledge Facts (Knowledge Driven Ap-

plications): Our work has shown positive results on long-standing open problems, such

as Timeline Summarization, Meeting Summarization, and Multimedia News Question

Answering, Report Generation, etc.

This work on Multimedia Event Knowledge Graphs aims to open doors to the next

generation of information access, in order to equip machines with factual knowledge discovery

and reasoning from diverse sources of information, so that we can lay a foundation for

promoting factuality and truthfulness in information access, through a structured knowledge

view that is easily explainable, highly compositional, and capable of long-horizon reasoning.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 MOTIVATIONS

Enabling machines to access and comprehend open-world information has been a major

long-standing challenge in artificial intelligence. Nowadays, we are surrounded by a variety of

information modalities, such as text, images, and videos, which we rely on to stay informed

about events happening around the world. In fact, we are now witnessing the “rise of the

image, and fall of the word” [1], as people frequently comprehend complex, newsworthy

events through visuals like images and videos, alongside textual information. Multimodal is

a powerful tool which enables us to present information in a richer and more vivid way, but

also introduce new challenges in comprehending the intricate context and details.

Traditional event extraction methods target a single modality, resulting in a significant gap

between how humans process information. For example, the image in Figure 1.1 depicts “a

mother protesting vaccine mandates with her children”. As humans, we can easily recognize

this because we are able to identify the visual cues, such as the crossed-out needles, signifying

the negation of vaccinations. Our understanding stems from our ability to associate visual

patterns with their corresponding semantics.

However, using the state-of-the-art image captioning methods [2, 3], machines can only

interpret this image as “a woman holding a sign in front of a group of people”. It only

provides a shallow understanding of the content, without delving into the underlying context

and implications. In contrast to this surface-level interpretation, humans are capable of a

deep understanding, such as grasping the motivations behind the holding action to be a

protest (as elaborated in the above paragraph). There remains a significant gap between

human understanding of semantics and what can be learned through machines.

Language Vision

Entity Object

Relation Visual RelationEntity-Centric

Entity-Relation Graph Scene Graph

Event Action

Event-Argument Structure Situation RecognitionEvent-Centric

Event Schema and Script Procedural Planning

Table 1.1: Entity-Centric and Event-Centric Alignment between language and vision.

The major reason leading to this problem is that these techniques focus on entity-centric

understanding. Existing techniques focus on object detection, relation extraction, and scene
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TextVision

EntityObject

RelationRelation

Entity-Relation GraphScene Graph

State-of-the-art Captioner (Kamath et al., 2022)   

Entity-
centric

Figure 1.1: The state-of-the-art performance of traditional Entity-Centric Understanding.

graph parsing, all of which are capable of identifying basic elements such as people and ban-

ners, as well as their physical relationships such as holding. As shown in Table 1.1, if we treat

the vision modality as a foreign language, their alignments can be made on multiple levels.

Semantics about entities and relations can be regarded as an Entity-Centric understand-

ing, while event- and script-level semantics pertain to an Event-Centric understanding.

This dissertation aims to achieve Event-Centric understanding, thus deepening semantic

understanding of multimodal data. The objective of semantic analysis is to decipher the

intent or meaning behind a narrative. So that we not only recognize the woman is holding

a sign, but also comprehend the situation and context of her behavior, and that she is

a protester, as well as her children, who are also participating in this protest, based on

the banners we can tell their political objectives. This understanding pertains to the rich

structure inherent in human language, showing how little pieces of information are connected,

as well as the semantics associated with the connections. In this dissertation, deep semantic

understanding refers to the ability to comprehend knowledge about which people actively

communicate, i.e., the critical information that individuals wish to exchange.

Specifically, we propose to go beyond entity-centric understanding, and establish alignment

between language and vision modalities on multiple levels. A major innovation and challenge

lie in parsing the data into structured representations that capture individual entities along

with the relations and events they participate in. This way, we can align representations on

structural levels across data modalities, as illustrated in Table 1.1.
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1.2 WHAT IS AN EVENT?

Take Figure 1.2 as an example. We firstly identify this image as a Protest event. Then

we extract further details about the participants. For instance, the semantic roles of parents

and children could be identified as protesters, and the banner would be classified as the

tool utilized during the protest. Consequently, we propose a new task called Multimedia

Event Extraction [4]. This task can process input in any modality, such as text, image,

video, etc. The output manifests as a structure following the table and graph presented in

Figure 1.2.

What happened?  
Who? 

banner

parent 

protester

Protest

protester

tool

child 
child banner

banner
protester

tooltool

ProtestEvent

parentProtester

childProtester

bannerTool

No vaccine 
mandate for kidsTopic

Figure 1.2: Example event structure extracted from the image.

Thus, we define multimedia event extraction (M2E2) [4] as the task of obtaining such

structured data. This task comprises two parts: (1) identifying the event type, which de-

termines what is happening, such as Protest; and (2) identifying the argument structure,

which pinpoints the participants (such as banner) and most importantly, their semantic roles

(such as tool). This information can be represented in either a table or a graph format.

1.3 WHY EVENT-CENTRIC?

Traditional entity-based relation extraction is relatively easy, since it only deals with two

objects and concerns the generic semantics of how these objects are physically related. It

does not require the understanding of the situation and background knowledge. However,

in event extraction, the machines have to consider multiple objects, and they are usually
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complex semantic structures, and need to understand the situation, to see how little pieces

of information are deeply connected with each other. In addition to extending beyond the

local area, it needs to connect to additional and background factual knowledge, as well as

gain a sense of the context of time, location and the entire scene.

Protest
What happened?  

Surface Semantic Understanding

Deep Semantic Understanding
Abstract Dynamic

Concrete Static Perception

Cognition

Figure 1.3: The research focus of Deep Semantic Understanding.

This shift from entity-centric to event-centric understanding empowers us to transition

from surface-level semantic understanding to deep semantic understanding. In this disser-

tation, we move towards deep semantic understanding in the aspects shown in Figure 1.3.

In detail, traditional concrete semantics are primarily about objects, but our goal is to

understand the abstract semantics concerning what is happening, and what the semantic

structures are. We further go beyond a single image and integrate these to understand the

temporal dynamics in a long context. With such structured understanding in a long hori-

zon, we ultimately aim to transform from perception to cognition, to decipher the intent and

meaning behind a scene.

This capability of capturing deep semantic knowledge is particularly important in the era

of large-scale pretraining, where model architectures tend to be flat and surface-to-surface,

fundamentally lacking the ability to reason about logic. These models often fall short in

capturing factual knowledge and display a lack of reasoning, as shown in Figure 1.4.

As a result, this dissertation focus on these capabilities to discover factual knowledge

from multiple modalities, as well as reasoning from diverse sources of information in a long

context. The ultimate aim of this research is to promote factuality and truthfulness in

information access, through a structured knowledge view that is easily explainable, highly

compositional, and capable of long-horizon reasoning.

1.4 CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS

As shown in Figure 1.5, this dissertation centers on the capability to capture deep semantic

knowledge, with a goal to uncover factual knowledge across multiple modalities and reason
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Long 

Horizon

What happened? What’s next?

Complex 

Situation

Lack
Factual Knowledge

Lack
Reasoning

Surface-to-Surface

Surface

Deep

à

Figure 1.4: The challenges of existing large-scale language models.

over them in a long horizon. It addresses three significant challenges: the syndissertation

of structured knowledge from multiple modalities, reasoning over a long horizon, and the

generation of truthful information driven by this acquired knowledge.

Challenge 2:

Long-horizon 
Temporal 
Dynamics 

Challenge 1:

Multimodal
Semantic

Structures 

Truthful Generation

My Solution: 
Knowledge-Driven 

Generation 

Meeting 
Summarization

[ACL’19]

Multimedia
News QA
[AAAI’22]

…COVID-19
Claim Detection

[ACL’22]

Event
Heatmap
[NAACL’19]

Timeline 
Summarization
[EMNLP’21]

banner

parent 

protester

Protest

protester
tool

child child 
banner

banner
protester

tooltool
Oct 18

California State 
Capitol

time
location

Event Graph Model
[EMNLP’21], [NAACL’22]

Path Language Model
[EMNLP’20]

GAIA: Multimodal IE
[ACL’20 Best Demo Paper]

COVID-KG
[NAACL’21 Best Demo Paper]

M2E2: Multimodal Event
[ACL’20], [EMNLP’21], [AAAI’23]

CLIP-Event
[CVPR’22], [NeurIPS’22]

My Solution: Temporal Graph Schema Induction à Pattern Knowledge

My Solution: Structural Transfer from Text to Vision à Factual Knowledge

school

Protest

Online 
Teaching

Suspend

Exemption

Home 
SchoolingSymptom

child parents

Maharashatra

place
target

COVID-19
virus

Vaccination

Mandate

recipients
target protester

Illinois

target

agent

place

Figure 1.5: An overview of our research on structural event knowledge acquisition.

1.4.1 Challenge 1: Understanding Multimodal Semantic Structures for Knowledge
Extraction

The first challenge of understanding Multimodal Semantic Structures aims to help answer

questions about facts, including ”What happened?”, ”Who was involved?”, ”Where did it
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occur?” and ”When did it happen?”. These facts originate from multiple modalities and

require the structure-level aggregation. Event extraction has been researched independently

in text and vision, and there are important distinctions between two modalities in terms of

task definition, data domain, methodology, and terminology. A joint extraction from two

modalities is critical to provide a complementary and comprehensive understanding.

For example, in Figure 1.6, the image provides unique details such as the tools and environ-

ment, while the text delivers unique abstract information, including the time and location.

Text and vision modalities are complementary and demand an aggregation of knowledge

from both by comprehending how their semantic structures are interconnected. However,

the traditional cross-modal fusion, primarily aligning images with captions, falls short in

this regard. Therefore, structured parsing and aggregation of both modalities pose a novel

and significant challenge.

ProtestEvent

parentProtester

childProtester

bannerTool
No vaccine 
mandate for kidsTopic

Oct 18Time

State CapitolLocation

Caption:   Whitney Jiusti and her two children 
attend the protest on Oct. 18 at the State Capitol.

Figure 1.6: Example event structure extracted from the image.

Therefore, this dissertation is founded upon a brand new research direction, Multi-

modal Event Extraction (M2E2) [4], by defining the problem of joint event extraction

over multimodal data and developing the first benchmark for this task. Each event is

defined as a star-shaped graph. The center node is our identified event type (e.g., Arrest,

Meet, Transport, etc), which is surrounded by multiple event arguments that partici-

pate in the event with their argument roles (such as Agent, Detainee, Instrument for

each Arrest event). We ground event types to words or images, and ground each event

argument to text entities or bounding boxes in images.

Our solution to joint event structure extraction is to construct a multimodal common

semantic space via Vision-Language (V+L) pretraining that preserves event se-
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mantic structures. Namely, we propose the structural alignment between the events and

their argument structures across modalities, where similar events and their arguments are

close in this embedding space regardless of their source modality. I propose CLIP-Event [5]

and VidIL [6] to transfer such event knowledge from text to images in a zero-shot

manner. Our work is the first to introduce event semantic structures into vision-language

understanding, and to optimize this structural alignment to bridge the gap between two

modalities during V+L pretraining.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of such Multimodal IE methods, I led the develop-

ment and release of the first open-source multimodal knowledge extraction system

GAIA [7, 8, 9, 10] to the research community. Our system is used by various govern-

ment agencies (e.g., ARL, DARPA, and IARPA). It was a top performer at the DARPA

AIDA/NIST SM-KBP evaluation in each phase, and received the ACL 2020 Best Demo

Paper Award. It supports fine-grained multimodal knowledge extraction of 187 entity types,

61 relation types, and 144 event types, compared to traditional coarse-grained text-only

knowledge extraction of 7 entity types, 23 relation types, and 47 event types. It supports

knowledge extraction from both text and images, and is able to perform cross-media coref-

erence.

The effectiveness extend to scientific literature. To assist scientists and clinical experts

in the development of therapeutic solutions to meet the COVID-19 pandemic challenges,

we released a multimodal Scientific Information Extraction system COVID-KG [11],

containing relations and interactions between genes, diseases, symptoms, and chemicals. It

was used to help with drug re-purposing report generation during collaborations with UCLA

Data Science in Cardiovascular Medicine. This knowledge graph has been downloaded over

2000 times and won the NAACL 2021 Best Demo Paper Award.

1.4.2 Challenge 2: Understanding Temporal Dynamics for Knowledge Reasoning

Another unique aspect of events is their dynamic nature. Therefore, the second challenge

lies in understanding the long-horizon temporal dynamics, which is essential to answer ques-

tions including “Why?” and “What will happen next?” Answering such questions cannot

solely rely on a single image, but demands the global understanding in a long context. For

example, in Figure 1.7, to make the prediction regarding a certain participant such as the

children in the image (Jiusti’s kids), we need to condition the prediction on the related news

shown in Figure 1.7, including the effect of vaccination, the vaccination mandate policy,

etc. The four pieces of news shown in Figure 1.7 are randomly sampled based on the time

intervals.
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What will happen next to Jiusti's kids?

The future actions and experiences of Jiusti's kids is 
unclear. ...... However, it is important to note that 
vaccination mandates for school attendance have 
been in place for other diseases for decades and are 
considered a crucial public health measure to protect 
students, staff, and the broader community.

GPT-4’s output given four pieces of news text:

Not Fact-basedNo Connections

Figure 1.7: Example result regarding knowledge reasoning using GPT-4 [12].

However, current surface-to-surface language models lack the ability to predict the future

and missing events. For instance, if we feed the news articles in Figure 1.7 into GPT-4 [12]

and use the question as a prompt, GPT-4 can only predict that the future event is unclear.

This demonstrates its inability to comprehend and learn from the connections between the

events and entities present in the input news articles. Moreover, the output from GPT-4

includes general pro-vaccination propaganda, showing that it is not rooted in facts contained

in the input documents.

Our solution is to acquire knowledge from historical events for future event prediction.

By addressing the first challenge with the event extraction tools we’ve developed, we can

extract a vast number of historical events from extensive multimodal data, a resource we

consider cost-free. These historical events imply knowledge about event interactions, which

guides our predictions about what might happen next and what interactions are missing. It

is achieved by following a timeline, recognizing significant events, and monitoring characters.

For example, For example, after a Protest event involving children, there typically follow

Absence from class events. We refer to this knowledge as Event Schemas, which can be

viewed as “complex event templates” that encode knowledge of stereotypical event structures

and show the progression of event evolution.

As shown in Figure 1.8, we construct a context graph for events by introducing event

nodes and create new edges specifically to capture the temporal orders between events. The

edges also include the semantic roles between events and entities, as well as relationships

between entities. Thus, our event graph offers a different and enriched perspective compared

to traditional, entity-centric knowledge graphs. This context of an event graph allows us to
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Figure 1.8: Example result regarding knowledge reasoning based on our proposed event
graphs.

grasp long-horizon temporal dynamics, provides us with a situational understanding, and

enables global inference, allowing us to reason about missing and future events. For instance,

as shown in Figure 1.8, since children are involved in the protest, it may lead to future events

including HomeSchooling, Examption, OnlineTeaching, Suspend, etc. The major

advance is that this prediction can be based on specific participants, complicated timelines,

entangled relationships, yielding various alternative outcomes.

As a result, this dissertation presents a new paradigm of event schema knowledge: an

Event Graph Schema [13, 14, 15], which is a graph-based schema representation that

encompasses events, arguments, temporal connections and argument relations. It is the

first application of graph generation to induce event schemas and predict future events. The

work presented in this dissertation is a new step towards the semantic understanding of inter-

event connections. Different from traditional methods using one-hop relations as connections

between events, we learn a complicated graph including temporal dynamics and multiple

paths involving entities (coreferential or related arguments) that play important roles in a

coherent story. Compared to traditional schemas, our new paradigm of Models as Schemas

add predictive power to produce multiple hypotheses with probabilities, along with

structural justifications for participant-specific and attribute-specific connections.
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Untruthful

Figure 1.9: The intelligence report regarding generated by GPT4 with information
retrieval.

1.4.3 Challenge 3: Fact-Based Generation

In a third line of research, we leverage knowledge to tackle long-standing open problems,

such as the generation of truthful information. A key bottleneck in analyzing large corpora is

the ability to encode factual knowledge and control the generation process so that the output

is factually consistent, with the capability to trace back to the original factual information.

However, existing automated approaches to the generation of news reports typically do

not yield the details, structures, and high-level strategic information that end-users could

use for decision-making. In particular, current approaches based on large language model

(LLM) such as GPT-4 [12] combined with an information retrieval system can only produce

a unstructured summary, as shown in Figure 1.9. The report may flow well linguistically,

but it often lacks depth and are generic, leading to a rather mundane and uninspiring user
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Figure 1.10: The intelligence report conditioned on knowledge extraction.

experience. Notably, these methods offer no assurance of the accuracy of the information be-

ing provided. They also suffer from low coverage of noteworthy events and are not confined

to the specified timeline, i.e., from October 16 to October 30 in Figure 1.9. Furthermore,

the sources these models rely on are limited to English text only, so they potentially present

a one-sided perspective, thus introducing bias, and do not incorporate multiple viewpoints

from difference stances or countries. Without the control and further reasoning over fac-

tual knowledge globally, existing methods significantly restrict the scope and diversity of

information.

Our solution is leveraging the extracted knowledge to guide the generation process. For

instance, the intelligence report showcased in Figure 1.10 is a real output of our SmartBook

system [16], which hinges on factual knowledge derived from open web sources. The input

of report generation is a corpus of news articles in the open web. Every two weeks, we

generate a new chapter for the major events within that time span. Every chapter is further

segmented into sections that correspond to strategic questions automatically identified as

relevant to the event in question. Each of these sections houses a summary focused on a

specific query, backed by relevant claims. Every claim generated can be traced back to

its original source document, which offers verifiability and trustworthiness to the summary

generated. The information, drawn from various languages and perspectives, can aid in fact-
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checking. Figure 1.10 illustrates the organized hierarchy of chapters and their corresponding

sections, providing a structured and detailed analysis of the evolving situation.

1.5 THESIS OUTLINE

As shown in Figure 1.11, this dissertation aims to modeling the event-centric multimodal

knowledge. The event-centric knowledge introduces novel challenges in its complexity, dy-

namics, and evidentiality. In this endeavor, we structure this dissertation with the ability to

read complex situations, think and reason about temporal dynamics, and write truthfully

conditioned on the facts.

Extract 
Complex Multimodal Knowledge

My Solution: 
Structural Cross-modal Transfer

Write Truthfully

My Solution:
Knowledge Driven Generation

Reason Temporal Patterns

My Solution: 
Event Graph Model

03 

01 02 

Re
ad

Think

W
riteEvent-Centric

Multimodal
Knowledge

Figure 1.11: Dessertation outline.

1.5.1 Chapter 2: An Overview of Multimodal Event Understanding

In this chapter, we first give an overview of the history and recent development of the field

of event extraction in both uni-modal and multi-modal data. We then briefly discuss the

formulation of event schema induction and its applications. Next we present different ways

of leveraging knowledge to control truthful generation. Finally, we argue that the recent

success of event-centric multimodal understanding is driven by both large-scale datasets and

neural models.

1.5.2 Chapter 3: Complexity - Multimodal Semantic Modeling

In this chapter, we present the family of multimodal event extraction models, includ-

ing both supervised models (WASE [4]) and unsupervised models (CLIP-Event [5] and
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VidIL [6]). Traditional image-caption alignment or object-entity alignment loses information

about semantic structures, we present these models to transfer such event knowledge

from text to images in a zero-shot manner. After that, we will discuss the extraction

from the videos [17] with a focus on event argument status changes. We will also introduce

our work about benchmarking on Multimodal Event Extraction, including task definition

and the creation of the first annotation set.

1.5.3 Chapter 4: Dynamics - Temporal Event Schema Induction

In this chapter, we study the problem of event schema induction. We first present a new

paradigm of schema representation, Event Graph Schema, and make a formal definition.

Different from traditional methods using one-hop relations as connections between events,

we depict a complicated graph including temporal dynamics and multiple paths involving

entities (coreferential or related arguments) that play important roles in a coherent story.

To capture temporal dynamics probabilistically and perform global inference for event pre-

diction, we present a rather different perspective Models as Schemas [13, 15, 18, 18], to

output probabilistic schema models that can be probed on demand for event prediction.

1.5.4 Chapter 5: Factuality - Fact-based Generation

In this chapter, we address the problem of truthful generation as an application of ex-

tracted knowledge. We have produced positive results on a number of tasks difficult in

long context encoding, including Timeline Summarization, Meeting Summarization, and

Multimodal News Question Answering. We propose to define the multi-document joint

representation as the contextualized embeddings of the nodes on the event graph and col-

lectively model events and arguments [19]. These event graphs can then be used to address

the massive unstructured data challenge in real-world applications: (1) Timeline Summa-

rization [20, 21] is formulated as an event graph compression problem and then I design

time-aware optimal transport to obtain the summary graph. (2) Meeting Summariza-

tion [22] leverages agenda-based topics to segment meeting transcripts, and takes advantage

of multi-modal sensing of the meeting environment, such as cameras to capture each par-

ticipant’s head pose and eye gaze. (3) Multimodal News Question Answering [23]

employs multimodal event graphs to condition synthetic question-answer generation, and to

automatically augment data via weak supervision.
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1.5.5 Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Research Direction

This chapter proposes our work on multimodal event schema induction, by discovering

visual features as additional constraints for event evolution and prediction. We discuss

future work and open questions in this field. We then discuss future directions, in terms of

both the datasets and the models. Finally, we review several important research questions

in this field, which still remain as open questions and yet to be answered in the future.

1.6 CONTRIBUTIONS

With our research effort, event extraction becomes feasible for multimodal information

rather than just text-only or vision-only. Our work establishes up a new research direction of

event-centric multimodal understanding, which motivates the next generation of information

access to move from single-modality to multi-modality, as well as from entity-centric to event-

centric, as indicated in Table 1.2.

Before After

Single-modalitiy Multi-modality

Concrete concepts Abstract conceptsComplexity

Supervised Self-supervised

Sequential modeling Graph modeling
Dynamics

Supervised Self-supervised

Factuality Not fact-based Fact-based

Table 1.2: Before and after this thesis.

In detail, we made the following contributions:

• Our work pioneers this new direction of modeling multimodal event semantics. We

build the first benchmark for multimodal event extraction to jointly understand the

structured events from text and vision modalities. By integrating two modalities,

machines are able to attain a holistic understanding about complex situations.

• We equip machines with the ability of Zero-Shot Multimodal Event Extraction by

transferring semantic understanding ability from language to vision. For the first time,

multimodal event extraction can be done without annotations, significantly extends

the portability of the IE techniques. We successfully construct a multimodal common
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semantic space via Vision-Language (V+L) pretraining that preserves event semantic

structures, which was among the first to bring a structured representation into vision-

language alignments.

• We propose a new paradigm of event schema knowledge Event Graph Model as

Schema to model the temporal patterns present in historical data. It marks the first

exploration of a generative model by formulating schema as an event prediction process,

and growing event graphs along the temporal dimension. It significantly advances the

event prediction ability.

• Our research on Fact-Based Generation leverages event graph representations to

address the inherent challenges in dealing with long context and corpus-level under-

standing. Not only does it establish practical methods for utilizing event-centric struc-

tural knowledge, but it also demonstrates promising results in using factual knowledge

to control generation.

• Along this line, we release the first open-source multimodal knowledge extraction sys-

tem to serve as the off-the-shelf tools for the research community.
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CHAPTER 2: AN OVERVIEW OF MULTIMODAL EVENT
UNDERSTANDING

Human memories can be regarded as repositories of historical events. Event structures

encapsulate the fundamental questions of Who, What, Where, When, and Why that humans

discuss on a daily basis. However, the exploding volume of data is overwhelming, requir-

ing machines to automatically obtain events and their arguments (i.e., participants) from

enormous unstructured multimodal data.

The term “multimodal” includes various modalities of information, such as text, images,

video, audio, and tactile interactions. In this dissertation, our focus primarily lies on text,

images, and videos. We will discuss the challenges and possible solutions for other modalities

in the future research directions. By embracing multiple modalities, semantic understanding

can better align with the complexity of the real world.

There has been extensive research on event extraction in the past decades. In this desser-

tation, we focus on structured events, following the definition in NLP in order to highlight

the structured nature of these events. Each event is tagged with a trigger word and assigned

to an event type that represents a set of synonymous verbs. Each argument is grounded

to an entity in text or images or videos, and associated with an argument role that the

participant is playing. Recent advances focus exclusively on textual or visual modality, and

interactions between events are limited to casual or temporal relations, ignoring event struc-

tures and global argument interactions. As a result, due to a lack of structural event graph

modeling, previous work is unable to represent the global inter-dependencies of events and

long-distance interactions via arguments, resulting in an incomplete understanding of events

and limited reasoning ability for downstream tasks.

2.1 FOUNDATIONS: VISION-LANGUAGE REPRESENTATION LEARNING

We strive towards a unified semantic space that captures shared semantics across language

and vision modalities, and we call it multimodal common representation or vision-language

models (VLMs). Each modality offers distinct perspectives that often complement one an-

other. By jointly embedding two modalities into a single common semantic space, machines

are able to decipher diverse levels of semantic granularity.

2.1.1 The History of Vision-Language Foundation Models

Different modalities not only have vastly different data representation formats (language
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is often represented as text, and vision as pixel data), but also encode different semantic

granularities (language focuses on high-level situational semantics, while vision emphasizes

low-level visual details). One crucial challenge of vision-language pretraining is to align

semantics across modalities at various levels of granularity, and to bridge the semantic gap

between fine-grained and high-level representations.

Recent years have witnessed great success in Vision-Language pretraining models [24,

24, 25, 25, 26, 27, 27, 28, 28, 29, 29, 30, 31, 31, 32, 33, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38] based on

Transformer architectures [39]. It typically consist of a visual encoder and a text encoder,

and learn to align visual and text vectors into a common space. It uses self-attention to learn

joint representations that are appropriately contextualized in both modalities, and have been

successfully trained on large-scale image-caption pairs. Based on the way to create effective

bridges between different modalities, vision-language pretraining can be categorized into

three phases:

The first phase primarily relies on object-centric alignments. It requires off-the-shelf ob-

ject detectors with a “mask-and-predict” objective to encode visual modality and learn the

alignment across modalities using objects [24, 25, 40, 41] and object labels [27, 29, 42].

The pretraining performance are sensitive to the object detector and the model will obtain

better performance with reliable detectors [29]. The pretraining datasets are generally the

image-caption pairs.

The second phase moves away from object detectors, but leverages contrastive loss [30,

32, 35, 37, 43, 44, 45], or general pixel/patch masking [46, 47], or soft prompt of object [38].

These methods involve sampling positive/negative pairs from aligned/unaligned vision and

text data, and use this signal as a self-supervision to training vision and text encoders. With

large-scale multimodal data (e.g., 400 million image-text pairs [30]), this line of work has

demonstrated superior performance.

The third phase moves towards a unified pre-training model for various tasks without task-

specific adaptations [33, 48, 49, 50]. Prompting has been widely used in such frameworks

to specify instructions for each task [48, 51, 52, 53]. It is a rising trend to utilize the power

of frozen large language models and train additional parameters to fuse two modalities [50].

Another way is to extend text-only generation models to multimodal ones by conditioning on

visual features [49, 54, 55, 56, 57] or converting vision modalities to discrete text tokens [58,

59, 60, 61].

While existing visual-language foundation models have shown impressive performance on

benchmark evaluations, detailed diagnostic assessments have revealed their limitations in

identifying fundamental visual concepts. [62] proves that exisiting models lacks ability to

capture verb semantics. [63] demonstrates that vision-language models just treat images as
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bags of objects so that they lacks the ability to understand compositional and order relations

in images. [64] shows that only a single frame can provide enough information to solve many

popular video-language benchmarks [65, 66] even without capturing the temporal orders.

This brings into question whether current visual-language models use objects as a shortcut

for vision representation, thereby overlooking other visual structured knowledge. Such an

approach would be similar to the aforementioned first-stage learning, so that existing mod-

els might fall short when it comes to understanding complex structured knowledge. Image

structures have been proven useful to pretraining models, such as scene graphs [67]. How-

ever, event knowledge is structured knowledge with multiple participants, which has been

mostly overlooked during pre-training, thus demonstrating deficiencies in tasks related to

verb comprehension [62].

2.1.2 The Major Bottleneck: Cross-modal Alignment

One crucial challenge in vision-language foundation models is to align semantics across

modalities at various levels of granularity, and to bridge the semantic gap between fine-

grained and high-level representations. Existing pretraining models maximize the alignment

across two modalities without taking into account the structure of text and images via co-

attention [25, 26], label semantics [27, 29], optimal transport on a flat graph [68], etc.

Image structures [4, 69] that are analogous to text-linguistic structures are proposed. There

is, however, a gap between complicated linguistic structures and image structures. In this

dissertation, we propose to use the text event graph structures to fill in the gap and compute

a global alignment over two event graphs.

This is a new and growing area with several solutions proposed to align across modali-

ties: (1) a hard alignment that enables granularity-aware fusion [5, 70, 71], i.e., developing

sophisticated fusion and alignment mechanisms that can effectively handle semantics at dif-

ferent levels of granularity; (2) a soft alignment to project the text space with the vision

space [50, 72, 73]. Moreover, the interdependencies among various granularities have been

overlooked in a long time. A potential solution is incorporating compositional ability to

transform low-level semantics into high-level visual interpretation. Such compositional ca-

pability can be potentially borrowed from linguistics to assist with the visual interpretation.

2.1.3 Knowledge-Driven Vision-Language Models

Injecting knowledge into VLMs can help connect vision and text in multiple levels of

granularity. The understanding of entity knowledge (i.e., objects and object types) is the
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fundamental ability for a wide variety of V+L tasks, such as image captioning [74, 75, 76, 77]

and visual question answering [78, 79, 80]. They also require the capability of understanding

relational knowledge (i.e., scene graphs), which can further support compositional visual

question answering [81], scene graph parsing [82], etc. On top of that, event knowledge (i.e.,

event types, actions, activities) with event argument structures (i.e., entities involved and

their semantic roles) are critical to support cognition-level visual understanding, such as

visual commonsense reasoning [83], situation recognition [84, 85], action recognition [86] and

human object interaction [87]. To track status changes of events and entities, procedural

knowledge is induced for video question answering [88, 89], action recognition [90, 91, 92],

action segmentation [93, 94], action localization [95], action prediction [96, 97, 98] and pro-

cedural planning [99]. Instead of explicitly gaining structured knowledge, the knowledge

in language models can also benefit vision-language pretraining [58]. Consequently, adding

knowledge into vision-language pretraining poses two key challenges: (1) obtaining knowl-

edge at multiple levels, and (2) encoding the structure and semantics of the knowledge. In

this subsection, we will review each granularity of knowledge and their usage in VLMs.

Entity-Centric Structured Knowledge for VLMs Entity-centric knowledge is the

most widely used knowledge in V+L pretraining, including objects [100, 101, 102, 103] and

relations (scene graphs) [104, 105, 106]. Some vision-language pretraining models learn fine-

grained cross-media alignments through the internal structures of an entity regarding its

bounding box features [24, 25, 26, 107] and object labels [27, 29, 108], as well as relational

structures among multiple entities, such as scene graphs [34, 109, 110]. To solve the challenge

of limited ontology, the frontier techniques propose to handle open-vocabulary issue through

soft prompting [53, 111].

Event-Centric Structured Knowledge for VLMs Event-centric is more challenging

than object-centric knowledge in terms of deep semantics and structures of multiple argu-

ments. The key challenge of leveraging structured knowledge is structure-aware encoding,

including how to introduce structures to vision modalities and how to align text and vision

based upon structure. Event (activity) semantic structure extraction [84, 112, 113, 114] will

be detailed in Section 2.2.2. On top of that, VLMs can learn the structural alignment of an

event, including its protagonist(s), participant(s) and properties [62, 111, 115].

Procedural Knowledge for VLMs Procedural knowledge, usually represented as a

script [116], is an important component to build human-level AI. It is usually defined as

“knowing how to accomplish a task” and records a sequence of steps for each task. Such
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knowledge could be scripted by human into an external knowledge base like wikiHow [117].

However, how to learn or leverage such knowledge from multimedia documents has been over-

looked by the AI community. To inject procedural knowledge into mutlimodal models, the

first step is learning procedural knowledge from instructional videos [99, 118]. It is different

from traditional action anticipation [119, 120] and predictive coding [121, 122], which are not

designed to learn the sequence of steps for a task. Recent efforts focus on leveraging textual

knowledge base for procedural activity understanding in videos [123, 124], as well as training

a neural network to learn script knowledge from multimodal data [125, 126, 127, 128].

Parametric Knowledge for VLMs Large-scale pretraining language models such as

BERT [129] and GPT-3 [130] have demonstrated superior performance in capturing seman-

tics and conducting reasoning on a wide variety of natural language tasks. Recently there

is a trend to use large-scale pre-training language models to assist with understanding the

semantics of vision modality. Natural language supervision are transferred to images [131]

or videos [61, 132], in order to resolve commonsense understanding of visual temporal as-

pects [58, 59], typical visual attributes [133], visual relation parsing [134, 135], etc. Similarly,

distilling knowledge from vision-language pretraining models can also facilitate language

modeling [136, 137].

2.2 KNOWLEDGE EXTRACTION: EVENT EXTRACTION

Research on event extraction has been conducted independently in text and vision modal-

ities, with different events and argument structures defined, and emphasized on distinct

domains.

2.2.1 Text Event Extraction

Event extraction is proposed [138, 139]. Widely used event representation methods include

event schemas [140], event knowledge graphs [141], event processes [142], event language

models [143], and more recent work on event meaning representation via question-answer

pairs [144, 145], event network embeddings and event time expression embeddings [146].

Text event extraction has been extensively studied for general news domain [147, 148, 149,

150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158], where each event is tagged with a trigger word,

and assigned to an event type that represents a set of synonymous verbs. Each argument is

grounded to an entity, and associated with an argument role that the participant is playing.
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There are some recent efforts that focus on jointly extracting events with entities and

relations [159, 160]. DyGIE++ [161] designs a joint model to extract entities, events, and

relations based on span graph propagation, while OneIE [162] further makes exploits global

features to facilitate the model to capture more global interactions. Recently, indirect super-

vision sources have been used to improve text event extraction, include question answering

and reading comprehension [163, 164, 165, 166], natural language inference [167, 168] and

generation [169, 170].

Compared to vision modality, event extraction in the text modality has been researched for

decades and achieved success in obtaining a situational understanding. Multimodal features

have been proven to effectively improve text entity and event extraction [171].

2.2.2 Visual Event Extraction

“Events” in NLP usually refer to complex events that involve multiple entities in a large

span of time (e.g. protest), while in CV [172, 173, 174] events are less complex single-entity

activities (e.g. washing dishes) or actions (e.g. jumping). Visual event ontologies focus

on daily life domains, such as “dogshow” and “wedding ceremony” [175]. Moreover, most

efforts ignore the structure of events including arguments. There are a few methods that

aim to localize the agent [176, 177, 178], or classify the recipient [179, 180, 181] of events,

but neither aim to detects the complete set of arguments for an event. Another line of

work similar to visual event detection is human activity detection [182] and human-object

interaction [114, 180, 183, 184, 185], which focuses on the interactions between humans and

objects. However, this formulation ignores the complicated structures of events, such as the

argument role information and the events involving multiple participants.

The most similar task in the CV community is visual situation recognition [84, 186, 187]

which aims to classify each image into one of the 500+ verbs derived from FrameNet [188]

and then further classify each region as one of the 192 generic semantic roles. However,

it only involves the vision modality with a focus on low-level visual details, so it lacks the

ability to understand newsworthy events that requiring high-level semantic understanding.

Also, the verb prediction is ambiguous since it includes various synonymous verbs, such as

protesting, marching, etc, which in fact belong to the same event type with similar visual

features.

Compared to static images, videos are dynamic, so video comprehension tasks not only

requires the model to capture salient objects [176, 189], but also their motion [190, 191,

192, 193] and their interactions [66, 194, 195, 196, 197, 198, 199]. End-to-end models [200,

201, 202] have shown their abilities to capture certain key information for classifying action
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in videos, where action is usually a single verb or a simple verb phrase [203]. Video event

extraction [112] is a more complicated task than action recognition as it not only requires the

model to understand the verb but also the interactions among multiple possible argument

roles. It requires model to track the object state, their changes and the interaction of objects

for video event extraction [17].

Due to the high variety of events and the difficulty in acquiring annotated data for training,

supervised training based methods with limited pre-defined event ontologies are inapplicable

in dealing with open-world events in multimedia applications. To get rid of such annotations,

the key challenges in event extraction is to model the structural nature of events and their

associated argument roles. The crucial aspect here is to identify the appropriate supervision

that can facilitate the transfer of such structural annotations from the language modality to

the vision modality.

2.2.3 Multimodal Event Extraction

Different modalities prioritize various semantic granularities. Language emphasizes high-

level semantics (e.g., a rescue event), vision focuses on low-level visual details (e.g., sequence

of detailed actions in the rescue event such as carrying injured person with a stretcher).

Prior to Multimedia Event Extraction (M2E2) [4] proposed by this dissertation, event and

argument extraction methods can only handle a single modality. M2E2 categorizes verbs

into event types and requires modeling the structure of events and their arguments. It is

further extended to video settings [204].

A major challenge in this line of tasks is the lack of multimedia event argument annota-

tions, which are costly to obtain due to the annotation complexity [205]. As a result, weakly

supervised frameworks [4, 206] and self-supervised training frameworks [5] are proposed to

take advantage of annotated uni-modal corpora to separately learn visual and textual event

extraction, and uses an image-caption dataset to align the modalities.

This task remains challenging because of two key difficulties: (1) the misalignment of

semantic granularity in different modalities and (2) the complex interactions among sub-

structures. The major challenge continues to be the lack of annotated training data for

extracting events from multiple modalities. The only economically feasible approach to

overcoming this data sparsity challenge is to develop a mechanism to effectively transfer

information and knowledge from a relatively training-rich modality to another less fortunate

modality.
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2.3 KNOWLEDGE REASONING: EVENT SCHEME INDUCTION AND
PROCEDURAL PLANNING

Understanding events requires knowledge in the form of a repository of abstracted event

schemas (complex event templates). Related lines of event schema induction include narra-

tive schema induction and script learning. Progress of events has been be researched from

different angles. For example, many efforts have been devoted into modeling event narra-

tives [143, 207] such that they can successfully predict missing events in an event process.

Besides, another important event understanding angle is conceptualization [208], which aims

at understanding the super-sub relations between a coarse-grained event and a fine-grained

event process. In this context, the machine could also be expected to generate the event

process given a goal [208], infer the goal given the process [209], and capture the recurrence

of events in a process [210]. Last but not least, event coreference, which links references to

the same event together, also plays a critical role in understanding events [211].

2.3.1 Script Learning

Schemas, or scripts, were originally defined by [212] as “ a predetermined, stereotyped

sequence of actions that defines a well-known situation”. At the time of their proposal,

such scripts were human curated for each scenario. Automatic schema induction had been

initially thought as the discovery of event sequences governing common scenarios [213, 214].

To account for schema variations and distractions in real event instances, later work has

treated schemas as probabilistic models [215, 216]. In particular, language modeling has

been a popular approach to schema induction [217, 218, 219, 220, 221]. Some schemas focus

on inferring the natural language steps based on the given goals [222, 223] or partially known

stories [224]. Recently, [225] incorporates external commonsense knowledge bases to improve

event representations, and [226] shows improvement on script induction by leveraging causal

effect interventions between events.

2.3.2 Narrative Event Schema Induction

Previous work [213, 214, 217, 219, 227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 234] focuses on inducing

narrative schemas as partially ordered sets of events sharing a common argument, where

an event is represented as a verb with its arguments connected through typed dependencies

(grammatical subject and object). It evaluates schemas via narrative cloze task [213, 217,

218, 219, 230, 231, 235] to predict the masked event in a sequence of narrative events. Event

orders are inferred based on statistical events or coreferential argument co-occurrences [213,
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214, 227, 229, 230], and then are further extended to include causality [236, 237], and a

temporal script graph is proposed where events and arguments are abstracted as event types

and participant types [238, 239, 240]. In this dissertation, we propose an event graph schema

representation to capture more complex connections between events, and use event types

instead of verbs as in previous work for more abstraction power.

2.3.3 Event Prediction

Event prediction task is designed to automatically generate a missing event (e.g., a word

sequence) given a single or a sequence of prerequisite events [241, 242, 243, 244, 245], or

predict a pre-condition event given the current events [246]. Previous studies predict the

next events by exploiting generative seq2seq frameworks [241, 242, 244], which are incapable

of capturing the temporal relations among events precisely and generalizing to diverse daily

events. In contrast, we leverage the automatically discovered temporal event schema as

guidance to forecast future events.

2.3.4 Graph Pattern Mining

Motif finding on heterogeneous networks [247, 248, 249, 250] discovers highly recurrent

instance graph patterns, but fails in abstracting schema graphs to the type level. Previous

work applies graph summarization to discover frequent subgraph patterns for heterogeneous

networks [251, 252, 253, 254, 255, 256, 257, 258], focusing on the topology of the graph. How-

ever, it ignores semantic coherence among multiple patterns, and may generate disconnected

subgraph patterns between events, resulting in the limited ability to show event-event con-

nectivity through entities, and failing in generating semantically coherent patterns between

events. Another line of work related to graph modeling of event schemes is graph gener-

ative models. Graph generation models can be categorized as VAE-based [259, 260, 261],

flow-based [262], path-based [263, 264] and autoregressive generation models [265, 266, 267].

In this dissertation, we will introduce the first trial to use graph autoregressive model to

predict events by growing the partial event graph.

2.3.5 Video-based Script Induction

Existing efforts that utilize visual information in script induction can be mainly classified

into implicit script knowledge models and explicit sequential script induction models. Some

previous efforts have focused on training models with implicit script knowledge that can make
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step-level predictions based on textual [223], visual [124, 268, 269], or multimodal [270] input.

Other models aim to produce explicit sequential graph scripts that only capture procedural

relations between steps [271, 272]. Another line of works use multimodal information to

generate explicit graph scripts that model only pre-conditional/dependency relationships

between events [273] and sub-events [274]. Ours is the first work to generate explicit non-

sequential graph scripts that capture rich procedural, optional, and interchangeable relations

through multimodal learning.

2.3.6 Instructional Procedure Planning

Introduced by [99], the procedure planning task aims at predicting the intermediate steps

(actions) given a start visual observation and a goal visual observation. The key challenge of

this task lies in its unstructured, highly diverse observations which are unsuitable for directly

planning over. To tackle this challenge, most previous approaches [99, 275, 276, 277] attempt

to learn a latent space from visual observations by a supervised imitation learning objective

over both the actions and the intermediate visual observations. More recently, P3IV[278]

observes that actions can be treated as both discrete labels and natural language. By using

a pretrained vision-language model to encode the actions as text, P3IV achieves higher

planning success rate using only action-level supervision. P3IV can be seen as an attempt

to map the action text into visual space to provide more stable supervision. In comparison,

our model maps visual observations into text space.

2.3.7 Pre-trained Language Models for Planning

Recent work has shown the potential of language models for text-based planning tasks.

Language models pre-trained on a large internet-scale corpus encodes rich semantic knowl-

edge about the world and are equipped with strong low-shot reasoning abilities. In the

effort of connecting language models with embodied AI, pioneering work on text-based plan-

ning [279, 280, 281] shows that learning to solve tasks using abstract language as a starting

point can be more effective and generalizable than learning directly from embodied environ-

ments. More recently, [282, 283, 284, 285] further show that using large language models as

out-of-the-box planners brings significant benefits to a wide range of embodied tasks, such

as navigation and instruction following.
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2.4 KNOWLEDGE-DRIVEN GENERATION

2.4.1 Event Summarization

Over the past year, we saw many examples of such events, including COVID-19, the

vaccine roll-out, the Black Lives Matter movement and the US presidential election. In

this tutorial, we will present methods for tracking such events over time and generating

summaries that provide updates as an event unfolds. The task of identifying and tracking

events was first introduced in the Topic Detection and Tracking challenge [286]. Recent

work has explored new methods for tracking and visualizing such events over time (e.g.,

[287, 288, 289, 290]), in some cases generating summaries that contain information on what

is new (e.g., [291, 292]) and in other cases, exploring timeline summarization, ordering events

and generating summaries that are placed along a timeline (e.g., [293, 294, 295, 296]) We

will also consider how these are related to summarization of an event that takes place within

a single day, a problem that falls within the category of multi-document summarization

(e.g., [297, 298]), as typically there may be many articles covering the same event. By using

multiple articles as input, a summarizer can present different perspectives on the same event

as well as identify salient information that is highlighted many in different ways across the

set of input articles.

2.4.2 Timeline Summarization

Due to the lack of training data, timeline summarization focuses on extractive methods

with heuristics [294, 296, 299, 300, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305], with a few abstractive meth-

ods [295, 306, 307] that require a few gold summaries to work. They both fail to capture

the rich event structures and ignore the temporal orders between events. We are the first to

use optimal transport on summarization task to select semantic relevant, structurally salient

and temporally coherent events.

Graph-based Multi-Document Summarization methods either extractive [297, 308, 309,

310, 311], or abstractive [312, 313, 314, 315]. They are closely related to timeline summa-

rization but cannot be directly applied, due to the lack of temporal dimensions in generation.

2.4.3 Graph Representation of Documents.

In general NLP research, people have built various text graphs by augmenting original

text sequences with different hidden structural information, such as entity-centric graphs for
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efficient joint-encoding of large corpora [316, 317, 318, 319, 320, 321]. Event graphs from

a single document have been built for event schema induction [243, 322], event coreference

resolution [19, 323], etc. However, they ignore relations between event arguments, or only use

hierarchical or temporal relations to connect events. Also, cross-document entity coreference

and event coreference resolution are critical for large corpora understanding, while previous

work focuses on a single document. Our approach is unique in building event-centric graphs

across documents, with rich argument and temporal information.
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CHAPTER 3: COMPLEXITY: MULTIMODAL SEMANTIC MODELING

The first step of event-centric understanding is discovering events from multimodal data.

Multimedia presentation enables us to obtain a comprehensive and holistic understanding

by fusing information from multiple modalities. For example, by randomly sampling 100

multimodal news articles from the Voice of America (VOA) [324], we find that 33% of images

in the articles contain visual objects that serve as event arguments and are not mentioned

in the text [4]. In this chapter, we study the joint extraction of event structures from text

and vision modalities, and close the gap by aligning structures from two modalities.

The extraction of factual knowledge about events has been independently researched in

text and vision. Regarding the language modality, Natural Language Processing (NLP)

has experienced great successes in text-only event extraction. Recent research in vision

activities or situations can be regarded as event extraction in Computer Vision (CV), but

with major differences in task definition, data domain, methodology, and focus. However, a

comprehensive understanding of events requires computers to perform joint comprehension

across multiple modalities, such as text, images, and videos. Therefore, we propose a new

task [4] to learn such an ability, and propose both supervised [4] and self-supervised [111]

methods to tackle multimodal event extraction.

3.1 A NEW TASK OF MULTIMODAL EVENT EXTRACTION (M2E2)

Traditional event extraction methods target a single modality, such as text [161], im-

ages [84] or videos [66, 325, 326]. However, the practice of contemporary journalism [1]

distributes news content via multimedia, as people often can better understand complex

events through both text and vision.

In this dissertation, we introduce a new task, MultiMedia Event Extraction (M2E2),

which aims to extract events and their arguments from multimodal documents (e.g., news

articles consisting of text and images). In this task, events are coreferential across modalities.

It develops a common abstraction across modalities, i.e., an extracted event can come from

text, image, or both, and the event arguments can also come from any modality. Taking Fig-

ure 3.1 as an example, the Agent and Person arguments of the Movement.Transport

event are mentioned in the text, but the Vehicle argument (the visual object truck) is only

visible in the image.

Formally, each input document consists of a set of images M = {m1,m2, . . . } and a set

of sentences S = {s1, s2, . . . }. Each sentence s can be represented as a sequence of tokens
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s = (w1, w2, . . . ), where wi is a token from the document vocabulary W . The input also

includes a set of entities T = {t1, t2, . . . } extracted from the document text. An entity is an

individually unique object in the real world, such as a person, an organization, a facility, a

location, a geopolitical entity, a weapon, or a vehicle. The objective of M2E2is two-fold:

Figure 3.1: An example of Multimodal Event Extraction.

(1) Event Extraction: Given a multimodal document, extract a set of event mentions,

where each event mention e has a type ye and is grounded on a text trigger word w or an

image m or both,

e = (ye, {w,m}). (3.1)

Note that for an event, w and m can both exist, which means the visual event mention

and the textual event mention refer to the same event. For example in Figure 3.1, deploy

indicates the same Movement.Transport event as the image. y0 is Movement.Transport,

GT
0 is {deploy}, and GM

0 includes the image. We consider the event e as text-only event if

it only has textual mention w, and as image-only event if it only contains visual mention

m, and as multimodal event if both w and m exist.

(2) Argument Extraction: The second task is to extract a set of arguments of event

mention e. Each argument a has an argument role type ya, and is grounded on a text entity

t or an image object o (represented as a bounding box), or both,

a = (ya, {t, o}) . (3.2)

The arguments of visual and textual event mentions are merged if they refer to the same

real-world event, as shown in Figure 3.1.
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Event Type Definition

Movement.Transport it occurs when an artifact or a person is moved from one place to
another

Conflict.Attack a violent physical act causing harm or damage

Conflict.Demonstrate it occurs when a large number of people come together in a public
area to protest or demand

Justice.ArrestJail it occurs when the movement of a person is constrained by a state
actor

Contact.PhoneWrite it occurs when two or more people directly engage in discussion but
not face-to-face

Contact.Meet it occurs when two or more people interact with one another face-
to-face at a single location

Life.Die it occurs when the life of a person entity ends

Transaction.TransferMoney it refers to the giving, receiving, borrowing, or lending money

Table 3.1: Event type definition in M2E2 dataset.

3.2 DATASET CONSTRUCTION FOR MULTIMODAL EVENT LEARNING

3.2.1 M2E2: A New Benchmark for Multimodal Event Evaluation

We define multimedia newsworthy event types by exhaustively mapping between the event

ontology in NLP community for the news domain (ACE1) and the event ontology in CV

community for general domain (imSitu [84]). They cover the largest event training resources

in each community. Table 3.1 shows the selected complete intersection, which contains 8

ACE types (i.e., 24% of all ACE types), mapped to 98 imSitu types (i.e., 20% of all imSitu

types). We expand the ACE event role set by adding visual arguments from imSitu, such as

instrument, bolded in Table 3.2. Here, numbers in parentheses represent the counts of textual

and visual events/arguments. This set encompasses 52% ACE events in a news corpus, which

indicates that the selected eight types are salient in the news domain. While the dataset is

feasibly extensible to any types that can be represented in both modalities, the current set

of eight event types is selected by exhaustively mapping the ACE and SR ontologies. We

reuse these existing ontologies because they enable us to train event and argument classifiers

for both modalities without requiring joint multimedia event annotation as training data.

1https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/ldc2006T06
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We collect 108,693 multimedia news articles from the Voice of America (VOA) website 2

2006-2017, covering a wide range of newsworthy topics such as military, economy and health.

We select 245 documents as the annotation set based on three criteria: (1) Informativeness:

articles with more event mentions; (2) Illustration: articles with more images (> 4); (3)

Diversity: articles that balance the event type distribution regardless of true frequency. For

the first and third criteria, we use the baseline text-only event extraction model [327] to

estimate the number of event mentions per event type in each articles.

Event Type Argument Role

Movement.Transport (223|53) Agent (46|64), Artifact (179|103), Vehicle (24|51), Desti-
nation (120|0), Origin (66|0)

Conflict.Attack (326|27) Attacker (192|12), Target (207|19), Instrument (37|15),
Place (121|0)

Conflict.Demonstrate (151|69) Entity (102|184), Police (3|26), Instrument (0|118),
Place (86|25)

Justice.ArrestJail (160|56) Agent (64|119), Person (147|99), Instrument (0|11),
Place (43|0)

Contact.PhoneWrite (33|37) Entity (33|46), Instrument (0|43), Place (8|0)

Contact.Meet (127|79) Participant (119|321), Place (68|0)

Life.Die (244|64) Agent (39|0), Instrument (4|2), Victim (165|155), Place
(54|0)

Transaction.TransferMoney (33|6) Giver (19|3), Recipient (19|5), Money (0|8)

Table 3.2: Event types and argument roles in M2E2.

The data statistics are shown in Table 3.3. Among all of these events, 192 textual event

mentions and 203 visual event mentions can be aligned as 309 cross-media event mention

pairs. The dataset can be divided into 1,105 text-only event mentions, 188 image-only event

mentions, and 395 multimedia event mentions.

We follow the ACE event annotation guidelines[328] for textual event and argument an-

notation, and design an annotation guideline 3 for multimedia events annotation.

We annotate event type and argument roles for textual and visual events. The anno-

tation process involves tasks in Table 3.4. After completing text-independent and image-

2https://www.voanews.com/
3http://blender.cs.illinois.edu/software/m2e2/ACL2020_M2E2_annotation.pdf
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Source Event Mention Argument Role

sentence image textual visual textual visual

6,167 1,014 1,297 391 1,965 1,429

Table 3.3: Data statistics of M2E2.

Modality Type Task

Text

Event Type
Classification (Event Type)

Localization (Trigger)

Argument
Classification (Argument)

Localization (Entity)

Image

Event Type Classification (Event Type)

Argument

Classification (Argument)

Localization (Union)

Localization (Instance)

Cross Coreference Classification (Relation)

Table 3.4: M2E2 annotation tasks.

independent annotations, expert annotators are asked to perform adjudication. We do not

tag all events, but only a particular subset from ACE ontology, as in Table 3.1.

Textual event annotation includes event type annotation and argument annotation. we

assign an event type to each event trigger (the words or phrases that most clearly express

event occurrences), and an argument role to each participant (entity, time or value expres-

sion). Here we focus on intra-sentence event extraction and do not consider cross-sentence

or cross-document situations.

Visual event annotation includes event type annotation and argument annotation. We

assign an event type to each image if the image contains pre-defined types of events, and

assign argument roles to corresponding bounding boxes. The event type annotation does

not locate a specific region in the image, but use the whole image as justification.

After annotating events and arguments separately in each modality, we ask annotators to

find image-sentence pairs that correspond to the same event instance, i.e., the same event

type happening in the same location and time.

This guideline focuses on how to annotate events and argument roles in images. For more

details in text event annotation, please refer to the ACE English Annotation Guidelines for
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Events (Version 5.4.3 2005.07.01)4.

One challenge is that we often need the surrounding texts to disambiguate event argument

roles in images. Therefore, we require each annotator to label each image by checking the

caption as reference context.

Figure 3.2: Examples of union and instance bounding boxes.

Another unique challenge in multimedia event annotation is to localize visual arguments

in complex scenarios, where images include a crowd of people or a group of object. It is hard

to delineate each of them using a bounding box. To solve this problem, we define two types

of bounding boxes:

(1) union bounding box : for each role, we annotate the smallest bounding box covering all

constituents;

(2) instance bounding box : for each role, we annotate a set of bounding boxes, where

each box is the smallest region that covers an individual participant (e.g., one person in the

crowd), following the VOC2011 Annotation Guidelines5.

An example is shown in Figure 3.2. Annotation is done via two independent passes by 8

NLP and CV researchers, and 2 expert annotators perform adjudication. After annotating

events and arguments separately for each modality, we ask annotators to find image-sentence

pairs that correspond to the same event instance.

3.2.2 VOANews: A New Event-Rich Dataset for Pretraining

We collect 106,875 image-captions that are rich in events from news websites [324]. It

provides a new challenging image-retrieval benchmark, where each sentence may contain

multiple events with a complicated linguistic structure. The average caption length is 28.3

tokens, compared to 13.4 for Flickr30k and 11.3 for MSCOCO. The data statistics are shown

in Table 3.5. Structural event knowledge extracted automatically following Section 3.4.1.

4https://www.ldc.upenn.edu/sites/www.ldc.upenn.edu/files/english-events-guidelines-v5.

4.3.pdf
5http://host.robots.ox.ac.uk/pascal/VOC/voc2011/guidelines.html
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The type distribution is shown in Figure 3.3, indicating the event types in our collected

dataset are generally visually detectable.

Dataset Split #image #event #arg #ent

Train 76,256 84,120 148,262 573,016
VOANews Test 18,310 21,211 39,375 87,671

No-event 12,309 - - -

Table 3.5: Data statistics of VOANews.

Figure 3.3: Event distribution in VOANews.

3.3 SUPERVISED MULTIMODAL EVENT EXTRACTION

As shown in Figure 3.4, the training phase contains three tasks: text event extraction,

visual situation recognition, and cross-media alignment. We learn a cross-media shared

encoder, a shared event classifier, and a shared argument classifier. In the testing phase,

given a multimodal news article, we encode the sentences and images into the structured

common space, and jointly extract textual and visual events and arguments, followed by

cross-modal coreference resolution.
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For the rebels, bravado goes hand-in-
hand with the desperate resistance the
insurgents have mounted.....

trigger imageentity region

attend

VOA
Image-Caption 

Pairs

Liana Owen [Participant]
drove from Pennsylvania to
attend [Contact.Meet] the
rally in Manhattan with her
parents [Participant].

... ...

destroying [Conflict.Attack]
Item [Target]: ship

Tool [Instrument]: bomb

Liana Owen

trigger image entity region
... ...

insurgents

imSitu Image Event Multimedia News

resistance

Contact.Meet Conflict.Attack

Contact.Meet
Participant

Conflict.Attack
Instrument

Conflict.Attack
Attacker

Conflict.Attack
Instrument

Training Phase Testing Phase

Cross-media Structured Common Representation Encoder

Cross-media Shared Argument Classifier

Conflict.Attack

Alignment

Cross-media Shared Event Classifier

ACE Text Event

Figure 3.4: Approach overview of supervised multimodal event extraction in training and
testing phases.

3.3.1 Text Event Extraction

We choose Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) [329] to represent text, and apply

a Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [330] to encode the graph contextual information

following [156]. We classify each word w into event types ye
6 and classify each entity t into

argument role ya:

P (ye|w) =
exp

(
W ew

C + be
)∑

e′ exp (W e′wC + be′)
, P (ya|t) =

exp(W a[t
C;wC] + ba)∑

a′ exp(W a′ [t
C;wC] + ba′)

. (3.3)

3.3.2 Image Event Extraction

To obtain image structures similar to AMR graphs, and inspired by situation recogni-

tion [84], we represent each image with a situation graph, that is a star-shaped graph as

shown in Figure 3.5, where the central node is labeled as a verb v (e.g., destroying), and

the neighbor nodes are arguments labeled as {(n, r)}, where n is a noun (e.g., ship) derived

from WordNet synsets [331] to indicate the entity type, and r indicates the role (e.g., item)

played by the entity in the event, based on FrameNet [332].

6We use BIO tag schema to decide trigger word boundary, i.e., adding prefix B- to the type label to mark
the beginning of a trigger, I- for inside, and O for none.
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Figure 3.5: Multimodal structured common space construction.

We use pre-train situation graph parser on the imSitu dataset [84]. Then we apply a GCN

to obtain the structured embedding of each node in the common space. This yields mC and

oC
i . We use the same classifiers as defined in Equation 3.3 to classify each visual event and

argument using the common space embedding:

P (ye|m) =
exp(W em

C + be)∑
e′ exp(W e′m

C + be′)
, P (ya|o) =

exp(W a[o
C;mC] + ba)∑

a′ exp(W a′ [o
C;mC] + ba′)

. (3.4)

3.3.3 Cross-Media Joint Training.

Since there is no ground truth alignment between the image nodes and caption nodes, we

use image and caption pairs for weakly supervised training, to learn a soft alignment from

each words to image objects and vice versa.

αij =
exp (wC

i o
C
j )∑

j′ exp (w
C
i o

C
j′)
, βji =

exp (wC
i o

C
j )∑

i′ exp (w
C
i′o

C
j )
, (3.5)

where wi indicates the ith word in caption sentence s and oj represents the jth object of

image m. Then, we compute a weighted average of softly aligned nodes for each node in

other modality,

w′
i =

∑
j

αijo
C
j , o

′
j =

∑
i

βjiw
C
i . (3.6)
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We define the alignment cost of the image-caption pair as the Euclidean distance between

each node to its aligned representation,

⟨s,m⟩ =
∑
i

||wi −w′
i||22 +

∑
j

||oj − o′
j||22 (3.7)

We use a triplet loss to pull relevant image-caption pairs close while pushing irrelevant ones

apart:

Lc = max(0, 1 + ⟨s,m⟩ − ⟨s,m−⟩), (3.8)

where m− is a randomly sampled negative image that does not match s. Note that in order

to learn the alignment between the image and the trigger word, we treat the image as a

special object when learning cross-media alignment.

The common space enables the event and argument classifiers to share weights across

modalities, and be trained jointly on the ACE and imSitu datasets, by minimizing three

tasks jointly.

3.4 ZERO-SHOT MULTIMODAL EVENT EXTRACTION

Inspired by the great success of zero-shot object detection [333] using vision-language pre-

training models [26, 29, 30], we leverage the power of vision-language pretraining models to

tackle Zero-shot Multimodal Event Extraction. However, existing vision-language pretrain-

ing models [25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 31] focus on the understanding of images or entities, ignoring

the event semantics and structures. As a result, apparent failures happen in the circum-

stances requiring verb comprehension [62]. Thus, we focus on integrating event structural

knowledge into vision-language pretraining.
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clashes with riot police on Independence Square in Kyiv on February
20, 2014.
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Figure 3.6: Architecture of CLIP-Event.
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Previous work primarily represents visual events as verbs with subjects and objects [114,

180, 182, 183, 184, 185]. However, events contain structural knowledge, with each event

being assigned to an event type that represents a set of synonymous verbs. Each argument

is grounded to text or images, and associated with an argument role that the participant is

playing. As shown in Figure 3.6, the carry event is typed as Transport, with protesters

as Agent, injured man as Entity and stretcher as Instrument.

Our goal is to incorporate event structured knowledge into vision-language pretraining.

In the following we will address two primary questions regarding the model design: (1) How

can the structural event knowledge be acquired? (2) How can the semantics and structures

of events be encoded?

3.4.1 Event Structural Knowledge Extraction

Text and Visual Knowledge Extraction We use a state-of-the-art text information

extraction system [162] to obtain text event structures and use it as the supervision for the

given image, as shown in Figure 3.7. In detail, we run the dockerized version [7] to extract

events of 187 types7, covering a wide range of newsworthy events. For images, we apply

Faster R-CNN [101] trained on Open Images [334] to detect objects.

Weakly Supervision

(Lin et al, 2020)

Target

Figure 3.7: Transfer text event knowledge to images.

7The system uses DARPA AIDA ontology, which is the most fine-grained text event ontology, available
at https://github.com/NextCenturyCorporation/AIDA-Interchange-Format/blob/master/java/src/
main/resources/com/ncc/aif/ontologies/LDCOntologyM36.
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Primary Event Detection When there are multiple events in the caption, the image

typically depicts the primary event of the caption. We detect the primary event as the

event that is closer to the root of dependency parsing tree [335], and has a larger number of

arguments, higher event type frequency, and higher similarity between trigger word and the

image using the pretrained CLIP model [30]. We rank events according to these criteria, and

perform majority voting. For example, in Figure 3.6, there are two events carry and clashes

in the caption. We select carry as the primary event since it is the root of the dependency

tree, and it has three arguments, as well as higher similarity with the image.

Positive
Labels

Negative
Labels
(events)

Negative
Labels
(arguments)

prom
pt

prom
pt

prom
pt

Protesters
transported
injured man
using a
stretcher.

Protesters
arrested
injured man
using a
stretcher.

Injured man
transported a
stretcher with 
protesters.Target

Target

Target

Figure 3.8: Hard negative construction via manipulating text event structures.

3.4.2 Event Structure Driven Negative Sampling

To force the Text and Vision Encoders to learn robust features about event types and

argument roles, we design the following strategies to generate challenging negatives.

Negative Event Sampling We compute the confusion matrix for the event type classifier

of the state-of-the-art vision-language pretraining model CLIP [30] on the pretraining image-

caption dataset. The classifier is based on the similarity scores between the event type labels

ϕv ∈ ΦV (such as Transport) and the input image i, and select the top one as the predicted

event type ϕ⋆v.

ϕ⋆v = argmax
ϕv∈ΦV

ϕv
T · i, (3.9)
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Prompt Example descriptions of Figure 3.6 with arrest as negative event

Single
Template

Template ⟨arg1⟩ transported ⟨arg2⟩ in ⟨arg3⟩ instrument from ⟨arg4⟩ place to ⟨arg5⟩ place.

Positive Protesters transported an injured man in a stretcher instrument.

Negative-
Evt

Protesters arrested an injured man in a stretcher place.

Negative-
Arg

An injured man transported a stretcher in protesters instrument.

Composed
Template

Template The image is about Transport. The agent is ⟨arg1⟩. The entity is ⟨arg2⟩. The
instrument in ⟨arg3⟩. The origin is ⟨arg4⟩. The destination is ⟨arg5⟩.

Positive The image is about Transport. The agent is protesters. The entity is
an injured man. The instrument is a stretcher .

Negative-
Evt

The image is about Arrest. The agent is protesters. The detainee is
an injured man. The place is a stretcher .

Negative-
Arg

The image is about Transport. The agent is an injured man. The entity is
a stretcher . The instrument is protesters.

Continuous
Prompt

Template [X0]Transport [X1]agent[X2]⟨arg1⟩[X3]entity[X2]⟨arg2⟩[X3]instrument
[X2]⟨arg3⟩[X3]origin [X2]⟨arg4⟩[X3]destination [X2]⟨arg5⟩[X3]

Positive [X0]Transport [X1]agent [X2]protesters [X3]entity [X2]an injured man
[X3]instrument [X2]a stretcher [X3]

Negative-
Evt

[X0] Arrest [X1] agent [X2] protesters [X3] detainee [X2] an injured man [X3]

place [X2] a stretcher [X3]

Negative-
Arg

[X0]Transport [X1]agent [X2]an injured man[X3]entity[X2]a stretcher
[X3]instrument [X2]protesters[X3]

Caption
Editing

Positive Antigovernment protesters carry an injured man on a stretcher after clashes with riot
police on Independence Square in ...

Negative-
Evt

Antigovernment protesters arrest an injured man on a stretcher after clashes with riot
police on Independence Square in ...

Negative-
Arg

An injured man carry a stretcher on antigovernment protesters after clashes with riot
police on Independence Square in ...

GPT-3

Positive Protesters transported an injured man with a stretcher .

Negative-
Evt

Protesters arrested an injured man with a stretcher .

Negative-
Arg

An injured man transported a stretcher and protesters.

Table 3.6: The automatically generated positive and negative descriptions in CLIP-Event.

where the bold symbols stand for the representations from the Text and Vision Encoders

in Figure 3.6, and we follow CLIP to use Text and Vision Transformers. The confusion

matrix is computed by comparing the predicted event type with the type of the primary
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event for the image. As a result, the negative event types are the challenging cases in image

event typing, i.e., the event types whose visual features are ambiguous with the primary

event type. For example, in Figure 3.6, Arrest is sampled as a negative event type, since

its visual features are similar to Transport.

Negative Argument Sampling For argument roles, since each event by definition has

multiple arguments, we manipulate the order of arguments by performing a right-rotation

of the argument role sequence. In detail, we first order existing argument roles following

the ontology definition, such as “agent, entity, instrument” in Figure 3.6. After that,

we right rotate the argument role sequence by one step, resulting in “instrument, agent,

entity”. As a result, each argument is re-assigned to a manipulated role, e.g., injured man,

the second argument, is manipulated from entity to agent. If there is only one argument

for the event, we sample a negative role according to the argument confusion matrix of the

text argument extraction system [162].

Description Generation To encode the positive and negative event structures using the

Text Encoder, we design multiple prompt functions, as shown in Table 3.6:

(1) Single Template-based Prompt encodes all arguments in one sentence.

(2) Composed Template-based Prompt uses a short sentence to each argument.

(3) Continuous Prompt employs learnable prepended tokens [Xi].

(4) Caption Editing has minimum information loss by only altering event trigger word

or switching arguments.

(5) GPT-3 based Prompt generates a semantically coherent natural language descrip-

tion conditioned on the event structure. We employ GPT-3 [336] and use five manual event

description examples as few-shot prompts [336] to control the generation. The input to GPT-

3 is the concatenation of the example events ([ex v]) with arguments ([ex a]), the example

descriptions ([ex desp]), and the target events ([input v]) with arguments ([input a]).

The output of GPT-3 is the target description ([output desp]). The description is more

natural compared to template-based methods.

3.4.3 Event Graph Alignment via Optimal Transport

Each event and its arguments can be organized as a graph, as shown in Figure 3.6, where

the central node is the event node (triangle nodes), and it’s connected to entities (circle

nodes) via argument roles. Encoding event graph structures enables the model to capture
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the interactions between events and arguments. For example, the injured man should be

aligned with the Entity being transported, rather than the Agent.

Figure 3.9: Graph alignment between image event graph and text event graph.

Image-level Alignment We compute cosine similarity s(t, i) and distance d(t, i) between

the text t and image i:

s(t, i) = cos(t, i), d(t, i) = c(t, i), (3.10)

where c(·, ·) = 1 − cos(·, ·) is the cosine distance function, and t is obtained from the Text

Transformer and i is obtained from the Vision Transformer.

Entity-level Alignment The cosine distance between text entity e and image object o

considers both the mention similarity and type similarity.

d(e, o) = c(te, io) + c(ϕe,ϕo), (3.11)

where te is the text mention of entity e, and te is its embedding contextualized on the

sentence. We encode the sentence using the Text Transformer following [30], and apply

average pooling over the tokens in the entity mention te. Similarly, io is the bounding box of

object o and io is its embedding contextualized on the image, based on the average pooling
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over the Vision Transformer representations of the patches covered in the bounding box.

ϕe and ϕo are the type representations encoded by the Text Transformer. For example,

ϕe = person for e = injured man and ϕo = person for o = . Therefore, the distance

between the aforementioned entity and object is:

d(e, o) = c(injured man, ) + c(Person,Person), (3.12)

Event-level Alignment To obtain a global alignment score based on the structures of

two graphs, we use the optimal transport [337] to get the minimal distance d(Gt, Gi) between

text event graph Gt and image event graph Gi,

d(Gt, Gi) = minT T ⊙C, (3.13)

where ⊙ represents the Hadamard product. T ∈ Rn×m
+ denotes the transport plan, learned

to optimize a soft node alignment between two graphs. n and m are the numbers of nodes in

Gt and Gi, respectively. Namely, each node in text graph Gt can be transferred to multiple

nodes in image graph Gi with different weights.

C is the cost matrix. We define cost between event nodes, and between argument nodes.

For event nodes, the cost is the cosine distance between the image i and trigger word v,

C(v, i) = c(tv, i) + c(ϕv, i). (3.14)

For example, in Figure 3.6, v = carry and ϕv = Transport,

C(v, i) = c(carry, ) + c(Transport, ). (3.15)

The representation tv is also from the Text Transformer, contextualized on the text sentence.

The cost between each argument ⟨a, e⟩ and each bounding box o is based on the similarity

of object o with both argument role a and text entity e.

C(⟨a, e⟩, o) = d(a, o) + d(e, o)

= c(ta, io) + c(te, io) + c(ϕe,ϕo),
(3.16)

where ta is the argument description. For example, for the argument role a = Entity of

entity e = injured man,

C(⟨a, e⟩, o) = c(Entity of Transport, )

+ c(injured man, ) + c(Person,Person).
(3.17)
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The optimal T ∈ Rn×m
+ that solves d(Gt, Gi) = minT T ⊙ C can be approximated by a

differentiable Sinkhorn-Knopp algorithm [337, 338] following [339],

T = diag(p) exp(−C/γ) diag(q), (3.18)

where p ∈ Rn×1
+ and q ∈ Rm×1

+ . Starting with any positive vector q0 to perform the following

iteration:
for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . until convergence,

pi+1 = 1⊘ (Kqi), qi+1 = 1⊘ (K⊤pi+1),
(3.19)

where ⊘ denotes element-wise division. K = exp(−C/γ). A computational T k can be

obtained by iterating for a finite number k times,

T k := diag(pk)Kdiag(qk). (3.20)

3.4.4 Contrastive Learning Objective

We optimize the cosine similarity between image i and positive description t+ to be close

to 1, while negative descriptions t− to be close to 0,

L1 =
∑

⟨t,i⟩
DKL(s(t, i) || 1t∈T+), (3.21)

where DKL(·||·) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence, and 1t∈T+ is the indicator function show-

ing whether the description is a positive description. It enables our model to handle any

number of positive and negative descriptions. Also, we include the descriptions of other

images in the same batch as negative descriptions.

We also minimize the distance between two event graphs,

L2 =
∑

⟨t,i⟩
d(Gt, Gi). (3.22)

The contrastive learning of event and argument description and the alignment of event graphs

are jointly optimized:

L = λ1L1 + λ2L2. (3.23)

We set λ1 and λ2 as 1 in this paper.
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3.5 EXPERIMENTS

3.5.1 Supervised Multimodal Event Extraction

We conduct evaluation on text-only, image-only, and multimodal event mentions in M2E2

dataset in Table 3.3. We adopt the traditional event extraction measures, i.e., Precision,

Recall and F 1. For text-only event mentions, we follow [147, 159]: a textual event mention

is correct if its event type and trigger offsets match a reference trigger; and a textual event

argument is correct if its event type, offsets, and role label match a reference argument. We

make a similar definition for image-only event mentions: a visual event mention is correct

if its event type and image match a reference visual event mention; and a visual event

argument is correct if its event type, localization, and role label match a reference argument.

A visual argument is correctly localized if the Intersection over Union (IoU) of the predicted

bounding box with the ground truth box of the same role is over 0.5. Finally, we define a

multimodal event mention to be correct if its event type and trigger offsets (or the image)

match the reference trigger (or the reference image). The arguments of multimodal events

are either text or visual arguments, and are evaluated accordingly. To generate bounding

boxes for the attention-based model, we threshold the heatmap using the adaptive value of

0.75 ∗ p, where p is the peak value of the heatmap. Then we compute the tightest bounding

box that encloses all of the thresholded region.

Baselines The baselines include:

(1) Text-only models: We use the state-of-the-art model JMEE [156] and GAIL [155] for

comparison. We also evaluate the effectiveness of cross media joint training by including a

version of our model trained only on ACE, denoted as WASET.

(2) Image-only models: Since we are the first to extract newsworthy events, and the most

similar work situation recognition can not localize arguments in images, we use our model

trained only on image corpus as baselines. Our visual branch has two versions, object-based

and attention-based, denoted as WASEI
obj and WASEI

att.

(3) Multimodal models: To show the effectiveness of structured embedding, we include

a baseline by removing the text and image GCNs from our model, which is denoted as Flat.

The Flat baseline ignores edges and treats images and sentences as sets of vectors. We

also compare to the state-of-the-art cross-media common representation model, Contrastive

Visual Semantic Embedding VSE-C [340], by training it the same way as WASE.
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Training Model

Text-Only Evaluation

Event Mention Argument Role

P R F1 P R F1

Text

JMEE 42.5 58.2 48.7 22.9 28.3 25.3

GAIL 43.4 53.5 47.9 23.6 29.2 26.1

WASET 42.3 58.4 48.2 21.4 30.1 24.9

Multimodal

VSE-C 33.5 47.8 39.4 16.6 24.7 19.8

Flatatt 34.2 63.2 44.4 20.1 27.1 23.1

Flatobj 38.3 57.9 46.1 21.8 26.6 24.0

WASEatt 37.6 66.8 48.1 27.5 33.2 30.1

WASEobj 42.8 61.9 50.6 23.5 30.3 26.4

Table 3.7: Event and argument extraction results (%) on text-only evaluation.

Training Model

Image-Only Evaluation

Event Mention Argument Role

P R F1 P R F1

Image
WASEI

att 29.7 61.9 40.1 9.1 10.2 9.6

WASEI
obj 28.6 59.2 38.7 13.3 9.8 11.2

Multimodal

VSE-C 30.3 48.9 26.4 5.6 6.1 5.7

Flatatt 27.1 57.3 36.7 4.3 8.9 5.8

Flatobj 26.4 55.8 35.8 9.1 6.5 7.6

WASEatt 32.3 63.4 42.8 9.7 11.1 10.3

WASEobj 43.1 59.2 49.9 14.5 10.1 11.9

Table 3.8: Event and argument extraction results (%) on image-only evaluation.

Training Model

Multimodal Evaluation

Event Mention Argument Role

P R F1 P R F1

Text

JMEE 42.1 34.6 38.1 21.1 12.6 15.8

GAIL 44.0 32.4 37.3 22.7 12.8 16.4

WASET 41.2 33.1 36.7 20.1 13.0 15.7

Image
WASEI

att 28.3 23.0 25.4 2.9 6.1 3.8

WASEI
obj 26.1 22.4 24.1 4.7 5.0 4.9

Multimodal

VSE-C 33.3 48.2 39.3 11.1 14.9 12.8

Flatatt 33.9 59.8 42.2 12.9 17.6 14.9

Flatobj 34.1 56.4 42.5 16.3 15.9 16.1

WASEatt 38.2 67.1 49.1 18.6 21.6 19.9

WASEobj 43.0 62.1 50.8 19.5 18.9 19.2

Table 3.9: Event and argument extraction results (%) on multimodal evaluation.
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Quantitative Performance As shown in Table 3.7, Table 3.8 and Table 3.9, our complete

methods (WASEatt and WASEobj) outperform all baselines in the three evaluation settings

in terms of F1. Our model outperforms its text-only and image-only variants on multimodal

events, showing the inadequacy of single-modal information for complex news understanding.

Furthermore, our model achieves better performance on text-only and image-only events,

which demonstrates the effectiveness of multimodal training framework in knowledge transfer

between modalities.

WASEobj and WASEatt, are both superior to the state of the art and each has its own

advantages. WASEobj predicts more accurate bounding boxes since it is based on a Faster

R-CNN pretrained on bounding box annotations, resulting in a higher argument precision.

While WASEatt achieves a higher argument recall as it is not limited by the predefined object

classes of the Faster R-CNN.

Model P (%) R (%) F1 (%)

rule based 10.1 100 18.2

VSE 31.2 74.5 44.0

Flatatt 33.1 73.5 45.6

Flatobj 34.3 76.4 47.3

WASEatt 39.5 73.5 51.5

WASEobj 40.1 75.4 52.4

Table 3.10: Cross-media event coreference performance.

Furthermore, to evaluate the cross-media event coreference performance, we pair textual

and visual event mentions in the same document, and calculate Precision, Recall and F 1

to compare with ground truth event mention pairs8. As shown in Table 3.10, WASEobj

outperforms all multimodal embedding models, as well as the rule-based baseline using

event type matching. This demonstrates the effectiveness of our cross-media soft alignment.

Qualitative Analysis Our cross-media joint training approach successfully boosts both

event extraction and argument role labeling performance. For example, in Figure 3.10(a)

(a), the text-only model can not extract Justice.Arrest event, but the joint model can

use the image as background to detect the event type. In Figure 3.10(a) (b), the image-only

model detects the image as Conflict.Demonstration, but the sentences in the same

document help our model not to label it as Conflict.Demonstration. Compared with

multimodal flat embedding in Figure 3.10(b), WASE can learn structures such as Artifact

8We do not use coreference clustering metrics because we only focus on mention-level cross-media event
coreference instead of the full coreference in all documents.
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Iraqi security forces search
[Justice.Arrest] a civilian in the
city of Mosul.

People celebrate Supreme Court
ruling on Same Sex Marriage in front
of the Supreme Court in Washington.

(a) Image helps textual event extraction, and surrounding
sentence helps visual event extraction.

Compare to State-of-the-art Cross-media Flat Representation

uBaseline: 
uEvent: Justice:Arrest-Jail
uRoles:   

uNone

uOur Approach:
uEvent: Conflict.Attack

uBaseline: 
uEvent: Justice:Arrest-Jail
uRoles:   

uAgent = man

uBaseline: 
uEvent: Justice:Arrest-Jail
uRoles:   

uEntity = man

uOur Approach:

Flat
Event Justice:ArrestJail
Role None

Ours
Event Conflict.Attack
Role Instrument = gun

Flat
Event Movement.Transport

Role Artifact = none

Ours
Event Movement.Transport

Role Artifact = man

Flat
Event Justice:ArrestJail
Role Agent = man

Ours
Event Conflict.Attack
Role Entity = man

(b) Comparison with multimodal flat embed-
ding.

Figure 3.10: Architecture for evaluation tasks.

is on top of Vehicle, and the person in the middle of Justice.Arrest is Entity instead

of Agent.

3.5.2 Zero-Shot Multimodal Event Extraction

Multimedia Event Extraction

Setting Model Event Argument

P R F1 P R F1

Zero-shot

CLIP 29.5 65.7 40.7 9.2 12.7 10.7

CLIP pretrained on news 31.7 64.7 42.6 9.7 13.1 11.1

CLIP-Event 36.4 70.8 48.1 13.9 16.0 14.8

w/o OptimalTransport 35.0 59.3 44.1 11.0 12.6 11.9

Single Template 32.3 71.4 44.4 11.9 15.6 13.2

Composed Template 33.9 72.8 46.3 12.7 15.3 13.9

Continuous Prompt 33.6 75.7 46.5 11.1 16.7 13.3

Caption Editing 30.9 71.4 43.2 11.6 13.8 12.6

GPT-3 Prompt 34.2 76.5 47.3 12.1 16.8 14.1

Supervised

State-of-the-Art [4] 43.1 59.2 49.9 14.5 10.1 11.9

CLIP finetuned on SWiG 38.1 71.6 49.8 20.9 12.8 15.9

CLIP-Event+SWiG 41.3 72.8 52.7 21.1 13.1 17.1

w/o OptimalTransport 40.3 71.3 51.5 20.8 13.0 16.0

Table 3.11: Evaluation results and ablation studies on Multimedia Event Extraction
(M2E2).

Baselines We include the following baselines:
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Grounded Situation Recognition (SWiG)

Setting Model Event Argument

verb value value-all ground ground-all

Zero-shot

CLIP 28.3 13.3 7.6 11.2 3.8

CLIP pretrained on news 29.9 14.0 8.2 12.0 4.3

CLIP-Event 31.4 14.9 9.2 12.8 5.2

w/o OptimalTransport 30.2 14.2 8.4 12.3 4.4

Single Template 30.4 14.4 8.6 12.4 4.7

Composed Template 30.9 14.5 8.8 12.4 4.8

Continuous Prompt 30.4 14.0 8.3 12.1 4.3

Caption Editing 30.1 13.9 8.2 12.3 4.4

GPT-3 Prompt 31.1 14.9 9.1 12.7 5.2

Supervised

State-of-the-Art [187] 39.9 31.4 18.9 24.9 9.7

CLIP finetuned on SWiG 42.6 32.6 19.2 25.2 10.2

CLIP-Event+SWiG 45.6 33.1 20.1 26.1 10.6

w/o OptimalTransport 44.7 32.9 19.4 24.4 10.1

Table 3.12: Evaluation results and ablation studies on Grounded Situation Recognition
(SWiG).

Model Flickr30k MSCOCO VOANews

CLIP 62.2 81.9 30.3 50.3 21.2 23.4

CLIP pretrained on news 64.3 81.2 32.2 50.8 23.5 25.1

CLIP-Event 67.0 82.6 34.0 51.3 27.5 28.7

w/o OptimalTransport 65.6 80.5 32.5 51.0 25.5 26.9

Table 3.13: R@1(%) on text-to-image (left) and image-to-text (right) retrieval.

Model
VCR VisualCOMET

Answer F1 Rationale F1 Accuracy@50

Perplexity in [341] - - 18.2

CLIP 51.1 46.8 20.1

CLIP pretrained on news 51.8 47.2 20.9

CLIP-Event 52.4 49.2 22.4

w/o OptimalTransport 52.0 48.6 21.1

Table 3.14: Results (%) on zero-shot VCR and VisualCOMET.

(1) State-of-the-art Multimodal Pretraining Models. We compare with CLIP [30]

by running the public release of “ViT-B/32” and report the scores in the following experi-

ments for a fair comparison. We further pretrain CLIP using the image-captions in the same
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dataset in Table 3.5 for a fair comparison in terms of data resources.

(2) State-of-the-art Event Extraction Models. The state-of-the-art event extraction

models, such as WASE [4] for Multimodal Event Extraction task, JSL [187] for Grounded

Situation Recognition task.

(3) Ablation Study: CLIP-Event w/o Optimal Transport is included as a variant

of our model in which we remove the alignment between event graphs. It is trained only on

the contrastive loss L1.

(4) Ablation Study: Each Prompt Function is used solely during training, for the

purpose of comparing its effectiveness.

Analysis on Event Extraction Tasks Under zero-shot settings, we achieve 5.5% ab-

solute F-score gain on event extraction, and 33.3% relative gain on argument extraction

on M2E2, as shown in Table 3.11 and Table 3.12. The gains achieved by pretraining on

news data are significantly amplified with the help of structural event knowledge. For ex-

ample, CLIP pretrained on news achieves 1.9% improvement compared to the vanilla CLIP

on M2E2. Our CLIP-Event significantly boosts the gain to 3.89 times.

Zero-shot CLIP-Event outperforms the state-of-the-art weakly supervised model on argu-

ment extraction on M2E2dataset, showing that the proposed optimal transport alignment ef-

fectively captures the argument structures, which previous vision-language pretraining mod-

els fail.

Event Type Arrest             

Agent person

Detainee person

(a) An example result on M2E2.

Event Type protesting        

Agent people 

Place outdoors 

(b) An example result on SWiG.

Figure 3.11: Example results of zero-shot multimodal event extraction.

For argument localization, CLIP-Event achieves a higher gain on M2E2 than SWiG, due

to the fact that SWiG uses a different argument bounding box grounding strategy. SWiG

merges all objects that play the same role into a single large bounding box. As shown in
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Figure 3.11(b), our approach detects argument roles for each object first, and then merges

those objects of the same role into the a large bounding box. In comparison, M2E2allows

multiple objects with the same argument role, which is consistent with our approach to use

objects aligning with argument roles, as shown in Figure 3.11(a).

Analysis on Downstream Tasks We evaluate the system on the following downstream

tasks:

(1) Image Retrieval: (a) VOANews presents a greater challenge due to the various

events in the captions and the more difficult sentence structures compared to Flickr30k and

MSCOCO, as shown in Figure 3.12. The improvement on VOANews is much higher than the

gains on Flickr30k and MSCOCO, proving that our model is capable of handling lengthy

sentences, particularly those with many events. (b) Downstream tasks benefit from fine-

grained event graph alignments. For example, in Figure 3.12, the strong alignment between

objects and investigators and destroyed car enables the image to be successfully ranked

higher.

Investigators inspect parts of a
destroyed car at the site of a car
bombing in Beirut, Jan. 21, 2014.

Figure 3.12: Example results of text-to-image retrieval on VOANews, with the
visualizations of the optimal transport plan.

(2) VCR: (a) On VCR, the rationale F1 improves more than answer F1. Rationale

prediction is more challenging since it refers to the details of the scene to justify the answer

prediction, showing that our model can well support understand complicated text infor-

mation. (b) Event knowledge is especially helping with the reasoning on the downstream

tasks.

(3) VisualCOMET: We compare our results to the perplexity of the state-of-the-art

model [341], which is also retrieval-based. The baseline is trained using the training set of Vi-

sualCOMET, but our model is an unsupervised model, which achieves superior performance,

demonstrating that our model is capable of comprehending events in the images.
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Ablation Studies We have the following observations:

(1) Effect of Event Graph Alignment via Optimal Transport: (a) Removing

optimal transport (“w/o OptimalTransport”) generally lowers the performance on all eval-

uation tasks, since it ignores the event graph structures and their cross-media alignment,

but relies solely on the overly simplistic image and sentence features. (b) The performance

gain on argument extraction task is the highest, since it requires the fine-grained alignment

of text and images. (c) We visualize the transport plan in Figure 3.12 to bring insights

into the learned alignment. It is a global decision that takes the argument structures of two

event graphs into account. Thus, distinct argument roles tend to be associated with diverse

objects with different visual features in order to achieve a low global transport cost. For

instance, investigators match objects dressed in white, but not soldier objects, due to the

dissimilar visual features. Additionally, one argument role tends to be aligned with objects

that have similar visual features, e.g., two investigators are both dressed in white protection

suits.

(2) Comparison between prompt functions: As shown in Table 3.11, GPT3 provides

the optimal performance among prompt functions. It leverages the knowledge encoded in

GPT3, thus generating natural descriptions with precise event information. Other prompt

functions also demonstrate their effectiveness in supporting event understanding.

3.6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this chapter, we propose a new task of multimodal event extraction to jointly extract

events from text and images, and set up the first benchmark. We first explore the supervised

training by developing a novel multimodal structured common space construction method

to take advantage of the existing image-caption pairs and single-modal annotated data for

weakly supervised training. Then we propose a self-supervised training to tackle zero-shot

multimodal event extraction by integrating structural event knowledge into vision-language

pretraining. We perform cross-media transfer of event knowledge, by automatically extract-

ing event knowledge from captions and supervising image event structure understanding via

contrastive learning. We generate hard negatives by manipulating event structures based on

confusion matrices, and design event prompt functions to encode events into natural sen-

tences. To transfer argument structural knowledge, we propose an event graph alignment

loss via optimal transport, obtaining a global alignment based on argument structures. It

outperforms the state-of-the-art vision-language pretraining models on event extraction and

downstream tasks under zero-shot settings. Experiments on our publicly released benchmark

demonstrate its effectiveness as a new step towards a semantic understanding of events in
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multimodal data.

As we look to the future, our goal is to augment our framework to enable event extraction

from videos and other modalties, and to apply the results of this extraction to a variety of

multimodal applications, including cross-modal reasoning and inference, as well as temporal

dynamics tracking.

The visual knowledge sphere presents a complex set of structures including object exis-

tence, properties, and affordances, as well as spatial relations, multi-object interactions, sit-

uational understanding, and temporal and causal relationships. One of the major challenges

lies in whether the model can learn to parse the visual data into a multi-granular knowledge

representation, capable of automatically capturing semantics at any level of granularity.

One unique challenge of vision and speech understanding is the temporal dimension. There

can be variable asynchronies in the data from different modalities. Also, the relationship

between different modalities might not be linear. For instance, a gesture in a video (like a

nod) might correspond to an affirmation that occurs later in the speech. It can be challenging

to precisely align events in different modalities, especially when there’s ambiguity. For

example, a visual event like a person starting to laugh might precede, coincide with, or

follow the corresponding sound.

Another area of future research is exploring improved methods to harness the power of

the language space to assist the visual world. The language world excels in capturing long-

range and complex reasoning, as well as compositional abilities of semantics. On the other

hand, the visual world is good at capturing detailed visual details, particularly tracking

status changes, which are often overlooked in text due to reporting bias. Therefore, finding

effective ways to merge the strengths of these two domains will be a critical focus in our

future research efforts.
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CHAPTER 4: DYNAMICS: TEMPORAL EVENT SCHEMA INDUCTION

History tends to repeat itself. Event extraction in Chapter 3 enables us to obtain a

large number of historical events. These historical events imply global knowledge about

event schemas, such as the patterns describing event interactions. To discover the common

patterns between multiple events over a long period, temporal ordering is an important and

critical dimension.

In this chapter, we hypothesize that two events are connected when their entity arguments

are co-referential or semantically related, and propose a novel Event Graph Schema [322],

where two event types are connected through multiple paths involving entities that play

important roles in a coherent story. Further, we integrate the temporal dimension into

schema induction [14]. This kind of schemas can guide our understanding and ability to

make predictions about future events, along with background knowledge including location-,

and participant-specific and temporally ordered event information.

4.1 WHAT IS AN EVENT SCHEMA?

Given a news article, as shown in Figure 4.2, we construct an instance graph for every

two event instances from information extraction (IE) results. In this example, instance

graph (a) tells the story about Russia deploying troops to attack Ukraine using tanks from

Russia; instance graph (b) is about Ukrainian protesters hit police using stones that are

being carried to Maidan Square. We learn a path language model to select salient and

coherent paths between two event types and merge them into a graph schema.

4.2 A NEW SCHEMA REPRESENTATION: TEMPORAL EVENT GRAPH SCHEMA

We propose Temporal Event Graph Schema, whose complexity comes from the inclusion

of multiple atomic events (and their arguments), relations and temporal order. A complex

event schema can be used to define the typical structure of a particular type of complex

event, e.g., car-bombing. Figure 4.1 shows an example schema about car-bombing with

multiple temporal dependencies between events. Namely, the occurrence of one event may

depend on multiple events. For example, theAssemble event happens after buying both the

bomb materials and the vehicle. Also, there may be multiple events following an event, such

as the multiple consequences of the Attack event in Figure 4.1. That is to say, “the future

is not one-dimensional”. Our automatically induced probabilistic complex event schema can
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Figure 4.1: The example schema of the complex event type car-bombing.

be used to forecast event abstractions into the future and thus provide a comprehensive

understanding of evolving situations, events, and trends.

4.3 SCHEMA INDUCTION BETWEEN EVENT PAIRS: PATH LANGUAGE
MODELING

4.3.1 Criteria of Event-Event Path Selection

As shown in Table 4.1, a graph schema for two event types consists of salient and co-

herent paths between them. A salient path reveals knowledge of recurring event-event

connection patterns. For example, the frequent path in Table 4.1 shows that the attacker

is a member of the government conducting a deployment, which repeatedly appears in the

story about attackers sending weapons and people to attack a target place. However, the

attacker is unlikely to be affiliated with a target place, so the infrequent path in Table 4.1

should be excluded from the schema.

In addition, a good path is semantically coherent. For example, the coherent path in

Table 4.1 shows that the origin of transportation is a subarea of the attacker’s country, which

captures the hierarchical part-whole relation between two places. However, in the bad path

example, a person is affiliated with both the origin and destination of the transportation,

which is a weakly coherent situation.

Furthermore, multiple paths in a good schema should be semantically consistent, namely
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Figure 4.2: The framework of event graph schema induction.

Criteria Examples Frequency

Single
Path

Salience

High Transport
agent−−−−→ GPE

affiliation−1

−−−−−−−−−→ PER
attacker−1

−−−−−−−−→
Attack

31

Low Transport
destination−−−−−−−→ GPE

affiliation−1

−−−−−−−−−→
PER

attacker−1

−−−−−−−−→ Attack

2

Semantic
Coherence

High Transport
origin−−−−→ FAC

part-whole−−−−−−−→ LOC
part-whole−−−−−−−→

GPE
affiliation−1

−−−−−−−−−→ PER
attacker−1

−−−−−−−−→ Attack

9

Low Transport
agent−−−−→ GPE

affiliation−1

−−−−−−−−−→ PER
affiliation−−−−−−−→

GPE
resident−1

−−−−−−−→ PER
target−1

−−−−−−→ Attack

24

Multiple
Paths

Semantic
Consistency

High
Transport

destination−−−−−−−→ GPE
place−1

−−−−−→ Attack
20

Transport
artifact−−−−−→ PER

located in−−−−−−−→ GPE
place−1

−−−−−→
Attack

Low
Transport

destination−−−−−−−→ GPE
place−1

−−−−−→ Attack
0

Transport
origin−−−−→ GPE

place−1

−−−−−→ Attack

Table 4.1: The criteria of path ranking to construct event schema graph.

they should co-occur frequently in the same scenario. For example, in Table 4.1, the destina-

tion of transportation is the attack’s target, and meanwhile, is the location of the transported

people. The co-occurrence of these two paths represents a repetitive pattern to connect

Transport and Attack. However, the incoherent example in Table 4.1 indicates that the
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attack place is both the destination and the origin of the transportation, where two paths

rarely co-occur.

To induce such salient and coherent graph schemas, we start by applying Information

Extraction (IE) to construct instance graphs between event instances in each document.

We construct an event instance graph g for two event instances v and v′, that includes all

instance paths between them. Each instance path starting from v and ending at v′ ,

pI = [v, e0;1, v1, . . . , en−1;n, v
′] (4.1)

is a sequence of nodes v, v1,..., v
′∈V and edges e0;1,..., en−1;n∈E. An event-event path is a

sequence of types of nodes and edges,

p = [φ(v), φ(e0;1), φ(v1), . . . , φ(en−1;n), φ(v
′)] . (4.2)

where φ : {V,E} → {Φ,Ψ} is a mapping function to obtain the type of each node or

edge. For example, the path abstracted from the instance path above is Attack
instrument−−−−−−−→

WEA
artifact−−−−−−→ GPE

agent−1

−−−−−−→ Transport . We consider paths in both directions.

Attack attacker [SEP]GPE
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[SEP]
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Figure 4.3: Autoregressive path language model with neighbor path classification.
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4.3.2 Autoregressive Path Language Model

We consider a path sequence as a text sequence, and learn an auto-regressive path language

model to score each path. For a path instance pI, we estimate the probability distribution of

a node type φ(vi) (or edge type φ(ej;j+1)), given the sequence of previously observed nodes

and edges [φ(v), φ(e0;1), φ(v1), . . . , φ(ei−1;i)], (or [φ(v), φ(e0;1), φ(v1), . . . , φ(vi)] if ending

with an node), i.e.,

LLM=
∑
pI

[ ∑
vi∈pI

logP (φ(vi)|φ(v), ...,φ(ei−1;i)) +
∑

ej;j+1∈pI
logP (φ(ej;j+1)|φ(v),φ(e0;1), ...,φ(vi))

]
.

(4.3)

Following [342], we apply the Transformer [343] to learn the probability distribution, with

permutation operation [342] to capture bidirectional contexts. Unlike in text sequences, we

have nodes and edges that alternate within path sequences. As shown in Figure 4.3, to

distinguish nodes and edges, we add type embedding ET = [1, 2, 1, . . . , 2, 1] into the token

representation, where 1 stands for nodes, 2 for edges, and 0 for special tokens such as [CLS].

4.3.3 Neighbor Path Classification

To capture the consistency between paths, we train a binary neighbor path classifier to

learn the occurrence probability of two paths. For each path pi ∈ P⟨v,v′⟩ between two event

instances v and v′, we obtain its neighbor path set as its co-occuring paths between the same

event instances v and v′,

Npi = {pj|pj ∈ P⟨v,v′⟩, v, v
′ ∈ V }. (4.4)

We sample negative neighbor paths from paths that appear between the same event types

φ(v) and φ(v′), but never occur with pi in the corpus.

N ′
pi
= {pj|pj ∈ P⟨φ(v),φ(v′)⟩, pj /∈ Npi}. (4.5)

We also swap each path pair to improve the consistency of the neighbor path classification.

The neighbor path classifier (top of Figure 4.3) is a linear layer with the classification token

x[CLS] as input,

P (pj ∈ Npi) = sigmoid
(
Wx[CLS] + b

)
. (4.6)

We balance the positive and negative path pairs during training, and optimize cross-entropy

loss,

LNP =
∑
pi

[ ∑
pj∈Npi

logP (pj ∈ Npi) +
∑
pj∈N ′

pi

log(1− P (pj ∈ Npi))
]
.

(4.7)
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4.3.4 Joint Training.

We train the path language model on two tasks by jointly optimizing autoregressive lan-

guage model loss and neighbor path classifier loss,

L = LLM + λLNP . (4.8)

4.3.5 Graph Schema Construction

. Given two event types ϕ and ϕ′, we construct a graph schema s by merging the top k

percent ranked paths. Paths in P⟨ϕ,ϕ′⟩ are ranked in terms of a score function f(p),

f(pi) = fLM(pi) + αfNP(pi), (4.9)

where fLM(p) captures salience and coherence of a single path,

fLM(pi) = logP ([ϕ, ψ0;1, ϕ1, ψ1;2, ..., ϕ
′]), (4.10)

and where fNP(p) scores a path pi by its average probability of co-occuring with other paths

pj ∈ P⟨ϕ,ϕ′⟩ between the given event types ϕ and ϕ′,

fNP(pi) =
1

|P⟨ϕ,ϕ′⟩|
∑

pj∈P⟨ϕ,ϕ′⟩

logP (pj ∈ Npi). (4.11)

We merge instance paths into a graph schema s by mapping nodes of the same type into a

single node. We allow some self-loops in the graph, such as GPE
part-whole−−−−−−−→ GPE. Each

path in the schema has a probability,

P (pi) =
exp(f(pi))∑
pj∈s exp(f(pj))

. (4.12)

Each edge and node is assigned a salience score by aggregating the scores of paths passing

through it,

f(ψi;j) =
∑

p∈{p|ψi;j∈p,p∈s}

P (p), f(ϕi) =
∑

p∈{p|ϕi∈p,p∈s}

P (p). (4.13)
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4.4 SCHEMA INDUCTION IN EVENT GRAPHS: TEMPORAL EVENT GRAPH
MODEL

From a set of documents describing a complex event, we construct an instance graph G

which contains event nodes E and entity nodes (argument nodes) V . There are three types

of edges in this graph:

(1) event-event edges ⟨ei, el⟩ connecting events that have direct temporal relations;

(2) event-entity edges ⟨ei, a, vj⟩ connecting arguments to the event;

(3) entity-entity edges ⟨vj, r, vk⟩ indicating relations between entities.

We can construct instance graphs by applying Information Extraction (IE) techniques on

an input text corpus.
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Figure 4.4: The generation process of Temporal Event Graph Model.

4.4.1 Event Graph Generation Overview

Given an instance graph G , we regard the schema as the hidden knowledge to guide the

generation of these graphs. To this end, we propose a temporal event graph model that

maximizes the probability of each instance graph, parameterized by
∏

G∈G p(G). At each
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step, based on the previous graph G<i, we predict one event node ei with its arguments to

generate the next graph Gi,

p(G) =
∏|E|

i=0
p(Gi|G<i). (4.14)

We factorize the probability of generating new nodes and edges as:

p(Gi|G<i) = p(ei|G<i)
∏

aj∈A(ei)

p(⟨ei, aj, vj⟩|ei, aj)
∏

vk∈G<i

p(⟨vj, r, vk⟩|vj, vk)
∏

el∈G<i

p(⟨ei, el⟩|ei, el).

(4.15)

As shown in Figure 4.4, an event node ei is generated first according to the probability

p(ei|G<i). We then add argument nodes based on the IE ontology. We also predict relation

⟨vj, r, vk⟩ between the newly generated node vj and the existing nodes vk ∈ G<i. After

knowing the shared and related arguments, we add a final step to predict the temporal

relations between the new event ei and the existing events el ∈ G<i.

In the traditional graph generation setting, the order of node generation can be arbitrary.

However, in our instance graphs, event nodes are connected through temporal relations. We

order events as a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Considering each event may have multiple

events both “before” and “after”, we obtain the generation order by traversing the graph

using Breadth-First Search (BFS).

We also add dummy Start/End event nodes to indicate the starting/ending of the graph

generation. At the beginning of the generation process, the graph G0 has a single start event

node e[SOG]. We generate e[EOG] to signal the end of the graph.

4.4.2 The Generation of A Single Event

Event Node Generation To determine the event type of the newly generated event node

ei, we apply a graph pooling over all events to get the current graph representation gi,

gi = Pooling({e0, · · · , ei−1}). (4.16)

The event type is predicted through a fully connected layer,

p(ei|G<i) =
exp(W ϕ(ei)gi)∑

ϕ′∈ΦE∪[EOG] exp(W ϕ′gi)
. (4.17)

Message Passing We use a Graph Neural Network (GNN) [330] to update node embed-

dings following the graph structure. Before we run the GNN on the graph, we first add

virtual edges between the newly generated event and all previous events, and between new
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entities and previous entities, shown as dashed lines in Figure 4.4. The virtual edges enable

the representations of new nodes to aggregate the messages from previous nodes, which has

been proven effective in [267].

Coreferential Entity Node Merging After updating the node representations, we de-

tect the entity type of each argument, and also predict whether the argument is coreferential

to existing entities. Inspired by copy mechanism [344], we classify each argument node vj

to either a new entity with entity type ϕ(vj), or an existing entity node in the previous

graph G<i. For example, in Figure 4.4, the Detainee should be classified to the existing

Attacker node, while Jailor node is classified as Person. Namely,

p(⟨ei, aj, vj⟩|ei, aj) =

p(⟨ei, aj, vj⟩, g|ei, aj) if vj is new,

p(⟨ei, aj, vj⟩, c|ei, aj) otherwise,
(4.18)

where p(⟨ei, aj, vj⟩, g|ei, aj) is the generation probability, classifying the new node to its

entity type ϕ(vj):

p(⟨ei, aj, vj⟩, g|ei, aj) = exp(W ϕ(vj)vj)
/
Z (4.19)

The copy probability p(⟨ei, aj, vj⟩, c|ei, aj) selects the coreferential entity v from the entities

in existing graph, denoted by V<i,

p(⟨ei, aj, vj⟩, c|ei, aj) = exp(W vvj)
/
Z. (4.20)

Here, Z is the shared normalization term,

Z =
∑

ϕ′∈ΦV
exp(W ϕ′vj) +

∑
v′∈V<i

exp(W v′vj) (4.21)

If determined to copy, we merge coreferential entities in the graph.

Entity Relational Edge Generation We model the relation edge generation probability

as a categorical distribution over relation types, and add [O] (Other) to the typeset R to

represent that there is no relation edge:

p(⟨vj, r, vk⟩|vj, vk) =
exp(MLPr(vj − vk))∑

r′∈R∪[O]

exp(MLPr′(vj − vk)) (4.22)

We use two hidden layers with ReLU activation functions to implement the MLP.
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Event Temporal Ordering Prediction To predict the temporal dependencies between

the new events and existing events, we connect them through temporal edges, as shown in

Figure 4.4. These edges are critical for message passing in predicting the next event. We

build temporal edges in the last phase of generation, since it relies on the shared and related

arguments. Considering that temporal edges are interdependent, we model the generation

probability as a mixture of Bernoulli distributions following [267]:

p(⟨ei, el⟩|ei, el) =
∑

b
γb θb,i,l,

γb = Softmax
(∑

i,l
MLP(ei − el)

)
,

θb,i,l = σ (MLPθ(ei − el)) ,

(4.23)

where B is the number of mixture components. When B = 1, the distribution degenerates

to factorized Bernoulli, which assumes the independence of each potential temporal edge

conditioned on the existing graph.

4.4.3 Training and Schema Decoding

We optimize the negative log-likelihood loss to learn the generation of each instance event

graph G in the historical training graphs Gtrain,

L =
∑

G∈Gtrain

− log2 p(G). (4.24)

To compose the schema library for each complex event scenario, we construct instance graphs

from related documents to learn a graph model, and then obtain the schema using greedy

decoding.

4.5 EXPERIMENTS

4.5.1 Evaluation on Path-based Schemas

We use Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) 2005 dataset9, the widely used dataset with

annotated instances of 7 entity types, 6 relation types, 33 event types, and 22 argument roles.

We consider the training set as historical data to train the LM, and the test set as our target

data to induce schema for target scenarios. Table 4.2 shows the data statistics.

9https://www.ldc.upenn.edu/collaborations/past-projects/ace
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Split #Documents #Entities #Relations #Events #Arguments

Historicalann 529 47,525 7,152 4,419 7,888
Historicalsys 529 48,664 7,018 4,426 6,614
Validation 40 3,422 728 468 938
Target 30 3,673 802 424 897

Table 4.2: Data statistics.

Instance Coverage We propose Instance Coverage to evaluate whether a graph schema

is salient. A salient schema can serve as a skeleton to recover instance graphs. Therefore, we

use each graph schema s ∈ S to match back to each ground-truth instance graph g ∈ G and

evaluate their intersection g∩ s in terms of Precision and Recall. Intersection is obtained by

searching instance graphs with each graph schema as a query. Since instance graphs can be

regarded as partially instantiated graph schema, we employ the substructures of the schema

graph, i.e., paths of different lengths, as queries. For example, a path of length l = 3 is

a triple in graph schema ⟨ϕi, ψij, ϕj⟩ ∈ s. We consider an instance triple ⟨vm, emn, vn⟩ ∈ g
matched if instance types match, i.e., φ(vm)=ϕi, φ(emn)=ψij, φ(vn)=ϕj. Let | · |I denote the
number of instance substructures matched, and | · |S is the number of schema substructures

matched, i.e.,

Precision =

∑
s∈S

∑
g∈G |g ∩ s|S∑
s∈S |s|S

,Recall =

∑
s∈S

∑
g∈G |g ∩ s|I∑

g∈G |g|I
. (4.25)

By extension, each path of length l=5 in a graph schema [ϕi, ψij, ϕj, ψjk, ϕk] contains

two consecutive triples ⟨ϕi, ψij,ϕj⟩, ⟨ϕj, ψjk, ϕk⟩∈s, and a matched instance path contains

two consecutive instance triples ⟨vm,emn,vn⟩, ⟨vn,eno,vo⟩∈g, where φ(vm)=ϕi, φ(emn)=ψij,

φ(vn)=ϕj, φ(eno)=ψjk, φ(vo)=ϕk. Similarly, a path of length l=7 contains three consecutive

triples.

Instance Coherence For an instance graph between two events v and v′, we hypothesize

that the graph is coherent if v and v′ are from the same discourse (document). We care-

fully select 24 documents with each document talking about a unique complex event such

as Iraq War or North Korea Nuclear Test. A coherent schema should have the maximal

number of matched instance graphs g ∩ s from a single document, but the minimal num-

ber of matched graphs connecting two event instances from different documents. We define

Instance Coherence as the proportion of event-event path instances in graphs within one
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document.

Coherence =

∑
s∈S

∑
g∈G

∑
p∈g∩s f(p) · Ig∑

s∈S
∑

g∈G
∑

p∈g∩s f(p)
, (4.26)

where Ig is an indicator function taking value 1 when g is between event instances from the

same document, and value 0 otherwise.

Historical

Model

Schema@10

Instance l = 7 l = 5 l = 3

Graphs P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

Historicalann

Frequency 76.7 9.5 16.9 90.5 48.3 63.0 100 37.5 54.6

Unigram LM 63.9 7.3 13.1 87.1 35.4 50.3 100 33.7 50.4

Bigram LM 75.4 8.5 15.3 92.6 36.8 52.6 100 33.4 50.1

Trigram LM 62.7 8.5 15.0 89.4 41.6 56.7 100 39.9 57.0

PathLM 54.3 16.6 25.4 83.7 63.8 72.4 100 41.8 58.9

w/o CLSNP 71.2 14.5 24.1 90.3 58.3 70.9 100 39.8 56.9

Historicalsys

Frequency 68.6 9.8 17.1 87.0 49.4 63.0 100 37.6 54.7

Unigram LM 54.3 7.5 13.1 83.7 36.2 50.5 100 41.0 58.2

Bigram LM 61.4 7.9 13.9 88.5 37.7 52.8 100 39.2 56.3

Trigram LM 65.2 9.8 17.1 89.6 46.8 61.5 100 37.3 54.4

PathLM 51.8 18.5 27.3 83.2 68.0 74.8 100 41.7 58.8

w/o CLSNP 72.7 14.4 24.1 89.5 55.1 68.2 100 40.1 57.3

Table 4.3: Instance coverage (%) by checking the intersection of schemas@10 and instance
graphs.

Results and Analysis We induce 124 and 197 graph schemas for Schema@10 and Schema@20

respectively. Figure 4.2 shows an output graph schema.10 According to Table 4.3 and Ta-

ble 4.4, PathLM achieves significant improvement relative to the other methods on instance

coverage. Also it outperforms all baselines on instance coherence, as shown in Table 4.5.

T-test shows that the gains achieved by PathLM are all statistically significant over baselines

(Frequency, UnigramLM, BigramLM, TrigramLM), with a P value less than 0.01.

We make the following observations:

(1) PathLM achieves larger gains compared to baselines on Schema@10 (Table 4.3) than

Schema@20 (Table 4.4), demonstrating the effectiveness of our ranking approach, especially

on top ranked ones.

(2) The improvement relative to baselines on longer path queries (e.g. l = 7) is greater

than shorter paths (e.g., l = 3) in both Table 4.3 and Table 4.4, showing that our approach

10Visualization of schema repository is in http://blender.cs.illinois.edu/software/pathlm.
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Historical

Model

Schema@20

Instance l = 7 l = 5 l = 3

Graphs P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

Historicalann

Frequency 63.6 17.9 28.0 87.6 70.6 78.2 100 42.6 59.7

Unigram LM 55.4 14.8 23.4 86.0 60.8 71.2 100 43.8 60.9

Bigram LM 62.6 16.4 26.0 88.1 63.2 73.6 100 43.2 60.3

Trigram LM 53.4 17.8 26.7 85.6 68.2 75.9 100 44.6 61.6

PathLM 53.8 27.2 36.1 83.0 80.0 81.5 100 44.7 61.8

w/o CLSNP 57.8 25.8 35.6 85.7 80.1 82.8 100 42.9 60.1

Historicalsys

Frequency 67.8 19.3 29.9 88.5 70.1 78.2 100 41.6 58.8

Unigram LM 52.4 17.9 26.7 83.0 66.4 73.8 100 44.6 61.7

Bigram LM 58.3 15.3 24.2 86.5 63.8 73.4 100 43.5 60.6

Trigram LM 54.5 17.6 26.6 86.2 68.7 76.5 100 44.1 61.2

PathLM 49.6 29.3 36.9 81.7 85.4 83.5 100 44.8 61.9

w/o CLSNP 54.8 24.7 34.0 83.8 75.9 80.0 100 44.7 61.7

Table 4.4: Instance coverage (%) by checking the intersection of schemas@20 and instance
graphs.

Historical Model Schema@10 Schema@20

Historicalann

Frequency 67.8 65.6

Unigram LM 62.4 69.9

Bigram LM 59.0 67.5

Trigram LM 56.6 64.9

PathLM 76.0 79.9

w/o CLSNP 75.3 79.2

Historicalsys

Frequency 60.1 65.6

Unigram LM 61.8 70.0

Bigram LM 59.7 69.6

Trigram LM 55.8 65.8

PathLM 76.4 78.5

w/o CLSNP 73.9 77.1

Table 4.5: Instance coherence (%) of schema graphs covering top k percent paths,
k = 10, 20.

is able to capture complex graph structures involving long distance between related events.

In the l=3 setting, the performance of PathLM is close to baselines. The reason is that l=3

setting evaluates a single overlapped triple, which is exactly the objective of TrigramLM.

We conduct t-test, and the gain is statistically significant (P value less than 0.01).
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(3) The neighbor path classification proves to be effective in enhancing the salience (see

‘w/o CLSNP’ in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4) and coherence (see ‘w/o CLSNP’ in Table 4.5) of the

induced schemas, showing that salient substructures can be better captured by frequently

co-occurring paths. The model outputs consistent neighbor path classification results for the

swapped path pairs. 96.17% swapped path pairs yield the same results as original pairs.

(4) The schemas induced from Historicalsys and Historicalann have comparable perfor-

mance. This proves our approach is robust to extraction noise and effective even with lower

quality input.

4.5.2 Evaluation on Event Graph Schemas

We conduct experiments on two datasets for both the general scenario and a more specific

scenario. We adopt the DARPA KAIROS11 ontology, a newly defined fine-grained ontology

for Schema Learning, with 24 entity types, 46 relation types, 67 event types, and 85 argument

roles. We perform evaluations on two datasets: (1) The Schema Learning Corpus, released

by LDC (LDC2020E25), includes 82 types of complex events, such as Disease Outbreak,

Presentations and Shop Online. (2) We chose the improvised explosive device (IED) as our

case study, and collect a dataset from Wikipedia describing 4 types of complex events, i.e.,

Car-bombing IED, Drone Strikes IED, Suicide IED and General IED. Statistics are shown

in Table 4.6.

Dataset Split #doc #graph #event #arg #rel

Train 451 451 6,040 10,720 6,858
General Dev 83 83 1,044 1,762 1,112

Test 83 83 1,211 2,112 1,363

Train 5,247 343 41,672 136,894 122,846
IED Dev 575 42 4,661 15,404 13,320

Test 577 45 5,089 16,721 14,054

Table 4.6: Data statistics. Each instance graph is about one complex event.

Schema Quality Evaluation We compare the generated schemas with the ground truth

schemas based on the overlap between them. The following evaluation metrics were em-

ployed:12

11https://github.com/NextCenturyCorporation/kairos-pub/tree/master/data-format/ontology
12We cannot use graph matching to compare between baselines and our approach due to the difference in

the graph structures being modeled.
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(1) Event Match: A good schema must contain the events crucial to the complex event

scenario. F-score is used to compute the overlap of event nodes.

(2) Event Sequence Match: A good schema is able to track events through a time-

line. So we obtain event sequences following temporal order, and evaluate F-score on the

overlapping sequences of lengths l = 2 and l = 3.

(3) Event Argument Connection Match: Our complex event graph schema includes

entities and their relations and captures how events are connected through arguments, in

addition to their temporal order. We categorize these connections into three categories: (1)

two events are connected by shared arguments; (2) two events have related arguments, i.e.,

their arguments are connected through entity relations; (3) there are no direct connections

between two events. For every pair of overlapped events, we calculate F-score based on

whether these connections are predicted correctly.

(4) Instance Graph Perplexity Evaluation To evaluate our temporal event graph

model, we compute the instance graph perplexity by predicting the instance graphs in the

test set,

PP = 2
− 1

|Gtest|
∑

G∈Gtest
log2 p(G)

. (4.27)

We calculate the full perplexity for the entire graph using Equation 4.15, and event perplexity

using only event nodes, emphasizing the importance of correctly predicting events.

Overview of Results In Table 4.7, the significant gain on event match demonstrates the

ability of our graph model to keep salient events. On sequence match, our approach achieves

larger performance gain compared to baselines when the path length l is longer. It implies

that the proposed model is capable of capturing longer and wider temporal dependencies.

In the case of connection match, only sequential pattern mining in the baselines can predict

connections between events. When compared against sequential pattern mining, our genera-

tion model significantly performs better since it considers the inter-dependency of arguments

and encodes them with graph structures.

Ablation Study Removing argument generation (“w/o ArgumentGeneration”) generally

lowers the performance on all evaluation tasks, since it ignores the coreferential arguments

and their relations, but relies solely on the overly simplistic temporal order to connect events.

This is especially apparent from the instance graph perplexity in Table 4.7.

Learning Corpus Size An average of 113 instance graphs is used for each complex event

type in the IED scenario, and 383 instance graphs to learn the schema model in the General
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Model

Event Sequence Match Connection Event Full

Dataset Match l = 2 l = 3 Match Perplexity Perplexity

General

Event Language Model 54.76 22.87 8.61 - - -

Sequential Pattern Mining 49.18 20.31 7.37 - - -

Event Graph Model 58.15 24.79 9.18 - 24.25 137.18

w/o ArgumentGeneration 56.96 22.47 8.21 - 68.59 -

IED

Event Language Model 49.15 17.77 5.32 - - -

Sequential Pattern Mining 47.91 18.39 4.79 5.41 - -

Event Graph Model 59.73 21.51 7.81 10.67 39.39 168.89

w/o ArgumentGeneration 55.01 18.24 6.67 - 51.98 -

Table 4.7: Intrinsic evaluation results, including schema matching F1 score (%) and
instance graph perplexity.

scenario. The better performance on the IED dataset in Table 4.7 shows that the number

of instance graphs increases the schema induction performance.

Effect of Information Extraction Errors Based on the error analysis for schemas

induced in Table 1, the effect of extraction errors can be categorized into: (1) temporal

ordering errors: 43.3%; (2) missing events: 34.4%; (3) missing coreferential events: 8.8%;

(4) incorrect event type: 7.7%; (5) missing coreferential arguments: 5.5%. However, even on

automatically extracted event graphs with extraction errors, our model significantly performs

better on event prediction compared to human-constructed schemas, as shown in Table

4. It demonstrates that our schema induction method is robust and effective to support

downstream tasks, even when only provided with noisy data with extraction errors.

4.6 APPLICATION: SCHEMA-GUIDED INFORMATION EXTRACTION

4.6.1 Settings

As a case study for extrinsic evaluation, we evaluate the impact of our induced schema13

on end-to-end Information Extraction (IE). We choose the IE system OneIE [345] 14 as our

baseline for two reasons: (1) it achieves state-of-the-art performance on all IE components;

(2) it can easily incorporate global features during decoding converting each input sentence

13The schema is induced from annotated instance graphs of historical data, which is the training data of
IE system.

14Code is public available at http://blender.cs.illinois.edu/software/oneie/
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into an instance graph.

Given an input sentence, OneIE generates a set of candidate IE graphs at each decoding

step, as shown in Figure 4.5. The candidate IE graphs are ranked by type prediction scores

s′(G) of each entity, relation and event in each graph G. We consider schemas as global

features and use them as an additional scoring mechanism for OneIE 15. The schemas are

induced from the training data of our IE system. If a path pi in the schema appears ni times

in a candidate graph, we add ni ∗ wi to obtain the global score of this graph,

s(G) = s′(G) +
∑

pi∈s,s∈S

ni ∗ wi, (4.28)

where wi is a learnable weight. The candidate graphs are then ranked in terms of their

global scores. In this way, the model can promote candidate graphs containing positive

global features, even if the graphs may have lower local type prediction scores.

4.6.2 Results and Analysis

Model Entity Relation
Event

Trigger-I Trigger-C Argument-I Argument-C

OneIE Baseline 90.3 44.7 75.8 72.7 57.8 55.5

+PathLM 90.2 60.9 76.0 73.4 59.0 56.6

w/o CLSNP 90.1 60.3 75.7 72.8 58.3 55.8

Table 4.8: F1 score (%) of schema-guided information extraction.

As shown in Table 4.8, our event graph schemas have provided significant improvement

on relation extraction and event extraction which require knowledge of complex connections

among events and entities. Our approach achieves dramatic improvement on relation extrac-

tion, because existing methods mainly rely on local contexts between two entities, which are

typically short and ambiguous. In contrast, the paths in our graph schemas can capture the

global context between two events, and thus event-related information captures deeper con-

textual features, yielding a big boost in performance. For example, when decoding candidate

IE graph in Figure 4.5, the located in relation is extracted by promoting the structures

matching paths in the graph schema.

15To show the effectiveness of schema, we remove the original human-designed global features in OneIE.
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Candidate IE GraphInput Sentence
PERTransportCNN Pentagon correspondent

Barbara Starr reports coalition
troops entering [Transport] 
Baghdad were met with fierce
fighting [Attack], and there
were casualties on both sides

Attack

entering

fighting

troops

GPE
Baghdad

artifact
target

located_in

Transport GPEdestination
AttackPERlocated_in target

Transport PER AttackGPE placelocated_inartifact

destination place

Paths from Schema Repository

Figure 4.5: An example showing how schema improves the quality of IE by promoting the
candidate IE graph matching paths from schema.

4.7 APPLICATION: SCHEMA-GUIDED EVENT PREDICTION

To explore schema-guided probabilistic reasoning and prediction, we perform an extrinsic

evaluation of event prediction. Different from traditional event prediction tasks, the temporal

event graphs contain arguments with relations, and there are type labels assigned to nodes

and edges. We create a graph-based event prediction dataset using our testing graphs. The

task aims to predict ending events of each graph, i.e., events that have no future events

after it. An event is predicted correctly if its event type matches one of the ending events in

the graph. Considering that there can be multiple ending events in one instance graph, we

rank event type prediction scores and adopt MRR (Mean Reciprocal Rank) and HITS@1 as

evaluation metrics.

Our graph model obtains significant improvement (see Table 4.9.) The low performance of

human schema demonstrates the importance of probabilistically modeling schemas to sup-

port downstream tasks. Take Figure 4.6 as an example. Human schemas produce incorrect

event types such as TrailHearing, since it matches the sequence Attack→ Die→ Trail-

Hearing, incapable of capturing the inter-dependencies between sequences. However, our

model is able to customize the prediction to the global context of the input graph, and take

into account that there is no Arrest event or justice-related events in the input graph.

Also, the human schema fails to predict Injure and Attack, because it relies on the exact

match of event sequences of lengths l ≥ 2, and cannot handle the variants of sequences. This

problem can be solved by our probabilistic schema, via modeling the prediction probability

conditioned on the existing graph. For example, even though Attack mostly happens be-

fore Die, we learn that Attack might repeat after Die event if there are multiple Attack
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Dataset Model MRR HITS@1

General

Event Language Model 0.367 0.497

Sequential Pattern Mining 0.330 0.478

Human Schema 0.173 0.205

Event Graph Model 0.401 0.520

w/o ArgumentGeneraion 0.392 0.509

IED

Event Language Model 0.169 0.513

Sequential Pattern Mining 0.138 0.378

Human Schema 0.072 0.222

Event Graph Model 0.224 0.741

w/o ArgumentGeneraion 0.210 0.734

Table 4.9: Schema-guided event prediction performance.

and Detonate in the existing graph, which means the complex event is about a series of

conflict events.

existing events

Attack
Detonate
Explode

Injure

Attack
Die

Die
Die

Injure

Contact

Die

Attack

Broadcast

ImpedeInterfereWith

events to be predicted

Prediction Result

Human
Schema

FireExplosion

Die

TrialHearing

Broadcast

Transportation

Sentence

Graph
Temporal
Schema

Die

Injure

Attack

Broadcast

Arrest

Input Graph

Figure 4.6: An event prediction example (IED scenario).

4.8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this chapter, we propose Event Graph Schema induction as a new step towards the

semantic understanding of inter-event connections. We learn knowledge of recurring event

interaction patterns by proposing a path language model based method, which is able to

construct probabilistic graph schemas containing salient and semantically coherent event-

event paths, which also effectively enhances end-to-end Information Extraction. Further, we
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extends the path-based induction to graph-based induction, and propose a graph generative

model to induce Temporal Complex Event Schemas, which are capable of representing multi-

ple temporal dependencies between events and their connected arguments. We induce such

schemas by learning an event graph model, a deep auto-regressive model, from the automati-

cally extracted instance graphs. Event prediction proves its ability to make predictions with

respect to what might happen next, along with background knowledge including location-,

and participant-specific and temporally ordered event information.

In the future, we aspire to incorporate logic into our schema induction process. This

includes handling interchangeable relationships, optional events, and more complex logic

elements such as conditions based on ’and/or’ structures. This enhancement will make our

models more robust and versatile, able to accurately capture and represent intricate event

relationships.

In addition, we aim to ensure that our predictions are accompanied by supporting evidence,

thereby enhancing the credibility of the system. This is crucial as it not only increases the

trustworthiness of the predictions made but also offers insights into the underlying reasoning,

leading to a more reliable and transparent system. Also, we plan to incorporate the instance-

level information during schema induction, and further support event prediction to predict

instances. One potential way is to explore the graph alignment between schema graphs and

instance graphs, and use schema knowledge to improve information extraction.

Alongside these developments, we plan to extend our graph schemas to support rich on-

tologies in the open domain with hierarchical structures. By assembling our graph schemas

to represent more complex scenarios involving multiple events, we seek to apply them to

a broader spectrum of downstream applications, including forward/backward event graph

completion and event prediction. This comprehensive approach aims to foster a more holistic

understanding of events and their intricate relationships.
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CHAPTER 5: FACTUALITY: FACT-BASED GENERATION

A key bottleneck in analyzing large corpora is the ability to encode factual knowledge and

control the generation process so that the output is factually consistent, with the capability

to trace back to the original factual information. Whereas existing studies have built text

graphs by augmenting text sequences with different hidden structural information, they

are typically entity-centric and overlook the events’ intra-structures (arguments) and inter-

structures (event-event connections).

In this chapter, we use event graphs to provide a new comprehensive representation and

necessary inductive bias. Our goal is to define the multi-document joint representation as the

contextualized embeddings of the nodes on the event graph and collectively model events and

arguments. These event graphs can then be used to address the massive unstructured data

challenge in real-world applications: (1) Timeline Summarization [20, 21] is formulated

as an event graph compression problem and then I design time-aware optimal transport

to obtain the summary graph. (2) Meeting Summarization [22] leverages agenda-based

topics to segment meeting transcripts, and takes advantage of multi-modal sensing of the

meeting environment, such as cameras to capture each participant’s head pose and eye gaze.

(3) Multimedia News Question Answering [23] employs multimedia event graphs to

condition synthetic question-answer generation, and to automatically augment data via weak

supervision.

5.1 WHAT IS TIMELINE SUMMARIZATION?

Timeline summarization [294, 296, 299, 300, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306] aims at generating

a sequence of major news events with their key dates from a large collection of related news

from multiple perspectives (see Figure 5.5 for an example). The timeline summarization

task poses several challenges to existing Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques:

(1) In contrast to multi-document summarization (MDS) dealing with tens of docu-

ments [311], it summarizes hundreds of long documents, which requires the model to ef-

ficiently maintain a joint representation of the entire news collection, so that the summary

has its coverage and coherence optimized globally.

(2) The summary is expected to select key dates and capture the temporal interdepen-

dency across key stories, which, compared to standard MDS, poses additional challenges in

reconstructing temporal order.

(3) Manual labeling of timeline summaries is costly; thus the labeled data for model
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training is very limited.

Figure 5.1: The input and output of timeline summarization.

Multi-Document Timeline

Summarization (MDS) Summarization (TLS)

Size of Input Data Tens of documents Hundreds or thousands of long
documents

Training Data Available No training set (due to annota-
tion cost)

None - Select key datesTemporal Dimension

- Capture the temporal interde-
pendency across key stories

Knowledge Elements Entities, relations, and events Events are of higher priority

Table 5.1: Comparison between Timeline Summarization (TLS) and Multi-Document
Summarization (MDS).

As a result, previous studies [305, 306] usually take an unsupervised approach. Specifically,

these methods first identify the key dates from the publication time distribution. Then

for each key date and its associated news articles, a summary is generated based on the

salient sentences measured by the inter-similarity of these articles. In these methods, the

document representations are limited to local text features, ignoring the global context of

the news collection. The applications of neural models, especially advanced pre-trained

language models, such as BERT [129], GPT-2 [346], GPT-3 [347], GPT-4 [12] are restricted
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in terms of both long-distance representation capacity and memory efficiency when handling

the global context within such input document size.

5.2 AN OVERVIEW OF EVENT GRAPH BASED TIMELINE SUMMARIZATION

We propose an event graph representation along with compression to deal with the repre-

sentation difficulties in global graph contextualization, scalability, and time-awareness. Our

solution consists of the following key ideas.

5.2.1 Event Graph Construction for Multi-doc Encoding

With state-of-the-art Information Extraction (IE) systems [162], we construct a single

event graph from the input documents, with co-referential entities (e.g., house, mansion in

Figure 5.2) and co-referential events (e.g., die, collapsed) merged across documents. Our

comprehensive event graph connects events through temporal order (e.g., interview
before−−−−−→

raid), shared arguments (e.g., called to
agent−−−−→ paramedics

participant←−−−−−−−− call), and related ar-

guments (e.g., travel
destination−−−−−−−−→hospital

located in−−−−−−−→Los Angeles
affiliation←−−−−−−−police participant←−−−−−−−− in-

terview). The graph structure enables the model to capture global long-distance inter-

dependency between events across documents.

Figure 5.2: Event graph construction for multi-doc encoding.

5.2.2 Unsupervised event graph compression with optimal transport (OT)

We propose a new formulation of timeline summarization, by selecting event nodes from

the input graph to form a smaller summary graph. Under a certain summary size constraint,
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a summary graph with high coverage has a small information loss, compared to the one with

low coverage [348]. We constrain the total number of event nodes to be kept in the summary,

and optimize the summary graph to be close to the original graph using optimal transport.

The training objective is to find the optimal transport plan between input and summary

graph that has the minimal transport distance. Figure 5.3 shows an example of transporting

node pairs in the input graph to the node pair ⟨die, interview⟩ in the summary graph. ⟨die,
interview⟩ receives relatively large mass during the graph transport since it has small distance

with multiple node pairs in the input graph, such as ⟨die, speak⟩. To obtain the minimal

distance with only m events to be kept, a global decision is learned to select salient but also

diverse events. The summary graphs are generated using a differentiable compression model

according to a hyperparameter of compression rate, instead of using annotated timelines.

Thus, our objective allows model training in an end-to-end unsupervised way.

Figure 5.3: Event graph compression via optimal transport (OT).

5.2.3 Time-aware Gromov-Wasserstein Distance

The distance between two graphs should capture the following criteria:

i) Semantic relevance: Each node first has its initial local context encoded via a

pre-trained BERT model and node type embeddings. For example, StartPosition event

is not closely related to the Transport event in Figure 5.3 though they have temporal

dependencies.

ii) Structural centrality: We employ a graph neural network to maintain a global

context embedding by encoding the global structure topology, which enables the events of
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high node centrality to gather comprehensive information from neighbors. For example,

although both are Meet events, interviewed (by police) is more structurally salient than

speak. It encodes the information not only from its neighbor events such as raid, but also

from long-distance neighbors such as travel (to hospital) via the aforementioned argument

paths.

iii) Temporal coherence: We define time-aware Gromov-Wasserstein distance over

the temporal edges, and introduce a temporal regularizer to enlarge the distance between

events that have wide time gap, such as the Born and Injure events in Figure 5.3, so

that the temporal coherence can be captured. It enables the model to select temporally

salient events that have temporal dependencies with multiple events in the news collection.

Also, timeline summarization is sensitive to temporal ordering, such that the Transport

(traveling in ambulance) before Die in Figure 5.3 is more important to the story than the

Transport (releasing body) after Die. Hence, we distinguish the before and after events

in the distance computation.

5.3 EVENT GRAPH CONSTRUCTION

The event graph is a heterogeneous graph G, where nodes are events {vi} and entities {ej},
and edges contain event-event temporal ordering edges {⟨vi, vl⟩}, event-entity argument edges

{⟨vi, a, ej⟩}, and entity-entity relation edges {⟨ej, r, ek⟩}.
We apply OneIE [162], a state-of-the-art Information Extraction (IE) system, to extract

entities, relations and events; then perform cross-document entity and event coreference

resolution [327, 349, 350] over the document cluster of each timeline topic. We apply [351] to

extract temporal relations for events in the same paragraph or having shared arguments. For

example, clashes happen before wound given the sentence fifty wounded are reported in the

clashes. To obtain the date of each event, We extract and normalize time expressions using

publication date [335], and then apply [352] to extract the event temporal attributes from the

context. If the temporal attributes can not be decided according to the context, we propagate

the temporal attributes from neighbor events based on their shared arguments [352]. After

that, we use the document publication date to populate the remaining missing dates. For

example, in Figure 5.5, the date 2009-06-25 of the collapse (Die) event is extracted from

context last Thursday, and the date of the unconscious (Injure) event is propagated along

with their shared argument Michael Jackson.
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5.4 EVENT GRAPH COMPRESSION BASED ON TIME-AWARE OPTIMAL
TRANSPORT

5.4.1 Time-Aware Optimal Transport (OT)

Optimal Transport We aim to generate the summary graph S that has minimal OT

distance with the input graph G, such that

D(G,S) = minT T ⊙C, (5.1)

where ⊙ represents the Hadamard product. T ∈ Rn×m
+ denotes the transport plan, learned

to optimize a soft node alignment between two graphs. Namely, each node in G can be

transferred to multiple nodes in S with different weights. We use Tii′ to denote the amount

of mass shifted from node i in the input graph G to node i′ in the summary graph S, as

shown in Figure 5.5. C ∈ Rn×m is the cost matrix of event nodes between two graphs.

Time-Aware OT Distance Considering that event graphs are heterogeneous graphs, and

timeline summarization is sensitive to temporal dependencies between events, we define the

Gromov-Wasserstein Distance [339] on temporal edges to calculate distance between pairs

of nodes within two graphs, i.e., ⟨i, j⟩ in G and ⟨i′, j′⟩ in S:

D(G,S) = min
T

∑
i,j∈G

∑
i′,j′∈S

Tii′Tjj′ |Cij − Ci′j′|. (5.2)

Figure 5.5 shows an example of transporting edges ⟨i, j⟩ in the input graph to ⟨i′, j′⟩ in the

summary graph. The cost |Cij−Ci′j′| evaluates the intra-graph structural similarity between

two pairs of nodes ⟨i, j⟩ in G and ⟨i′, j′⟩ in S. To capture the direction of temporal ordering,

we parameterize different matrices to distinguish the before and after nodes:

Cij = ∥W bfrvi −W aftvj ∥2 −Ω(ti, tj). (5.3)

In this way, although travel in Figure 5.5 and release are both Transport events connecting

with the Die event, they are distinguished during distance calculation. Here, vi and vj are

the node representations and we want them to capture the semantic relevance, structural

salience and temporal coherence. As a result, we design an event graph encoder later in

§5.4.2 from these three aspects.
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Temporal Regularizer The OT distance between events should also capture temporal

coherence. For example, in Figure 5.5, Born event and Injure event have large time gap,

so that there should be a large distance between them, although they have direct connections

in the graph. As a result, we use a regularizer Ω(ti, tj) to penalize events that have a large

time difference ti − tj:

Ω(ti, tj) =
β

(ti − tj)2 + 1
, (5.4)

where β ∈ (0, 1] is a hyper-parameter.

5.4.2 Event Graph Encoder

In order to calculate the time-aware optimal transport distance, we encode both the input

event graph and the summary graph to obtain the node representations, which capture text

semantics, graph structures and preserves the temporal information.

Semantics Encoding To capture the local text semantics of an entity e or an event

v, we apply the pre-trained BERT [353] to initialize a contextualized embedding w using

its text mentions. We use the average representation for nodes having multiple mentions,

and concatenate it with the node type embedding ϕ, which is initialized by BERT using

the type name. The frequency of events has been proven effective and critical to timeline

summarization [305]. As a result, we add the number of its text mentions |w| to capture

the event frequency in the news collection:

v = [wv;ϕv; |wv|] , e = [we;ϕe; |we|] , (5.5)

where [; ] denotes concatenation operation.

Graph Encoding After that, we employ an edge-wise graph neural network to contextual-

ize all the nodes with their global graph contexts. We first generate edge type representation

a and r by encoding the edge type name using pre-trained BERT, and temporal edge repre-

sentation t is encoded using name “before”. The message passed through an argument edge

⟨vi, r, ej⟩ is:
mi,j = ReLU [(W a [(vi − ej);a]) . (5.6)
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The messages of relation and temporal edges are similar, by replacing a with r and t. We

aggregate the messages using edge-aware attention following [267],

αi,j = σ(MLP(vi − vj)), (5.7)

where σ denotes sigmoid function. We adopt a two-layer MLP with ReLU as activation

funtion.

The event node representation vi is then updated using the messages from its local neigh-

bors N(vi):

vi ← GRU

([
vi;

∑
j∈N(vi)

αi,jmi,j

])
, (5.8)

similar to entity node representations.

Figure 5.4: Graph encoding for event graphs.

Date Distribution Encoding To encode the date distribution, for each event vi with date

ti, we concatenate the above node representation vi with the number of documents published

on ti, the number of events happening on ti, and the number of event text mentions attached

to ti in local context. It enables the OT distance to capture the corpus-level date salience.

5.4.3 Differentiable Graph Compression

To get a summary graph with m event nodes 16, we apply an event graph compression

matrix M ∈ Rn×m following [354],

AS = MTAGM , (5.9)

16We only compress the event nodes since that the key for timeline summarization is salient event selection,
while arguments are used to capture the distance between events.
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where AG ∈ Rn×n is the temporal edge adjacency matrix of event nodes in G, with AS ∈
Rm×m for S similarly. For timeline summarization task, the parametrization of M has

two requirements: (1) M is differentiable to enable end-to-end training; (2) we want to

guarantee that the nodes in the summary graph are originally from the input graph (due to

our extractive summarization goal), so we follow [354] to directly select nodes as summary

nodes according to their weights α ∈ Rn×1:

α = σ(ÂV W α) (5.10)

Here, Â ∈ Rn×n is the normalized graph adjacency matrix defined in graph convolutional

networks [355], V ∈ Rn×d is the node feature matrix, and W α ∈ Rd×1 is a parameter vector.

σ is the sigmoid function.

We pick the top m values of α and list them in the sorted order, denoted by αsort ∈ Rm×1.

Similarly, Âsort ∈ Rn×m is the column-sorted and picked version of Â. Then the compression

matrix M can be finally defined as

M = ℓ1-row-normalize[Âsort ⊙ (1αT
sort)], (5.11)

where 1 means a column vector of all ones.

5.4.4 Training Objective

The optimal T that solves D(G,S) = minT T ⊙C can be approximated by a differentiable

Sinkhorn-Knopp algorithm [337, 338] following [339, 354],

T = diag(p) exp(−C/γ) diag(q), (5.12)

where p ∈ Rn×1
+ and q ∈ Rm×1

+ . The solution T can be computationally obtained by using

Sinkhorn’s algorithm. Starting with any positive vector q0 to perform the following iteration:

for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . until convergence,

pi+1 = 1⊘ (Kqi),

qi+1 = 1⊘ (K⊤pi+1),

(5.13)

where ⊘ denotes element-wise division. A computational T k can be obtained by iterating a

finite number k times,

T k := diag(pk)Kdiag(qk). (5.14)
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The parameterization of the graph compression step and Sinkhorn-Knopp algorithm are

differentiable, so we can optimize our time-aware optimal transport distance between two

graphs in an end-to-end manner.

The advantage of our approach is that the training process is unsupervised, since the

summary graph is generated automatically under the constraint of the hyperparameter m,

i.e., the number of event nodes in the summary graph. The model parameters include

those for the graph encoder (capturing semantic relevance, structural centrality and time

salience), the transport distance matrix (capturing temporal coherence), the compression

model (selecting top ranked nodes in a differentiable manner), and the transport plan (making

a global decision to obtain minimum distance). They are optimized jointly to minimize the

distance between the generated graph and the input graph.
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Figure 5.5: An example output of timeline summarization based on event graph
compression.
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5.4.5 Extractive Summarization

During summarization, the event summary graph is generated by selecting m events ac-

cording to the event weights α, where m is a hyperparameter decided by the expected

compression rate. To maintain the diversity of the temporal dimension following [305], we

set a maximum event constraint to select no more than k events for each date. In detail, if

the event number of one date reaches the limitation, the remaining events of that date will

be ignored in the ranking list α, and only events happening on other dates can be selected

to the summary graph. For each date, k is decided by the date distribution (i.e., the number

of events happening on each date), as well as the compression rate hyperparameter.

Finally, for each event v ∈ VS in the summary graph, we extract an event summary

sentence, i.e., the source sentence with the maximum event coverage.17 The event summaries

are ordered by dates to form the timeline. The event summaries on the same date are merged

following the events’ temporal orders with topological sort [356].

5.5 EXPERIMENTS

5.5.1 Experimental Settings

Datasets The evaluation is conducted on three datasets. Timeline17 [302] and Crisis [303]

are two widely used timeline summarization datasets. Timeline17 contains 17 topics, and

each topic has 1-3 ground-truth timelines, resulting in 19 timelines in total. Crisis has 5

topics and each topic has 4-7 ground-truth timelines, with 22 timelines annotated in total.

We use all 19 and 22 timelines as references, and calculate the average scores following

previous work.

To explore the robustness of our event graph compression for different scenarios, we also

collect a new larger dataset Timeline100 containing 100 timelines from news websites includ-

ing VoA18 and Reuters19. The timelines are written by journalists and are manually curated.

The dataset covers various topics related to the economy, military, education, etc. The input

documents for each timeline are selected using BM25 [357]. For each dataset, we construct

17We select the events with highest temporal attribute accuracy if there is a tie. The events with temporal
attributes extracted directly from the context are of highest priority, followed by events having temporal
attributes propagated from neighbor events in Section 5.3, and then the ones using document publication
date.

18https://wwconw.voanews.com
19https://www.reuters.com
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input event graphs following Section 5.3. 20 We use the ACE event ontology21, with 7 en-

tity types, 6 relation types, 33 event types, and 22 argument roles. For the (unsupervised)

training of our event graph compression model, we use event graphs constructed from VoA

news between 2011 and 2017 [358]. The statistics are shown in Table 5.2.

Dataset Split #Document #Event #Entity #Relation

Timeline17
Input 4,650 74,320 115,585 136,509
Timeline 19 974 1,936 1,134

Crisis
Input 20,463 325,695 551,228 610,410
Timeline 22 736 1,184 1,309

Timeline100
Input 10,379 178,581 301,132 306,975
Timeline 100 3,296 8,901 23,732

Unlabeled Input 72,576 913,679 381,735 1,046,066
(for OT) Timeline - - - -

Table 5.2: Data statistics of timeline summarization benchmarks.

Evaluation Metrics We use the conventional metrics for timeline summarization [305]

to evaluate the key date selection using Date F1 and the content generation using ROUGE

scores, including (1) concat F1 to compute ROUGE by concatenating the summaries of all

selected dates; (2) agree F1 to compute ROUGE only between the summaries which have the

same dates; (3) align F1 to first align summaries in the output with those in the reference

based on similarity and the distance between their dates, then compute the ROUGE score

between aligned summaries. Distant alignments are punished.

Baselines We include the following baselines:

(1) Chieu [299], a typical extractive model based on sentence similarity;

(2) Submodular [305], the state-of-the-art extractive timeline sumarization model based

on submodular functions;

(3) PacSum [359], the state-of-the-art unsupervised graph-based ranking summarization

baseline, which utilizes BERT to encode sentences for sentence centrality ranking in a sen-

tence graph. We use the publication date of the selected sentence as key dates;

(4) SummPip [360], the state-of-the-art unsupervised multi-document summarization base-

line, which constructs a sentence graph and performs spectral clustering. After that, a sum-

20The preprocessed event graphs are released together with the dataset.
21https://www.ldc.upenn.edu/collaborations/past-projects/ace
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mary is generated for each sentence cluster by multi-sentence compression, and we use the

most frequent publication date of the sentences in the cluster as key dates;

(5) “w/o temporal regularizer”, an ablation study by removing the temporal regularizer

in the OT distance. 22

Training Details The dimension of contextual embedding, type embedding, and edge

embedding are 768. β is 0.5. γ is 1. The ratio of event nodes kept after compression m is

determined based on the ratio of input graph size and summary graph size of the dataset. We

use 0.05 for Timeline17 dataset, 0.005 for Crisis dataset, and 0.05 for Timeline100 dataset
23.

Due to the large size of input graphs, we first compress the subgraph extracted from each

publication date following the hard cutoff of [305], and then compress the graph of the entire

corpus. The graph compression model is trained on one Tesla V100 GPU with 16GB DRAM.

5.5.2 Quantitative Performance

As shown in Table 5.3, our method outperforms baselines on all three datasets. Event

graph connects events through entities and temporal relations, which enables capturing

the correspondence between events, and excludes unrelated events. General multi-document

summarization and text graph based summarization cannot capture the temporal dimension,

so the performance is especially low on date F1, agree F1 and align F1. All Concat F1 scores

are significantly different from baselines with p value less than 0.05.

Removing the temporal regularizer results in a consistent performance drop on date F1,

showing that our time-aware OT helps select events that are temporally coherent.

We achieve larger gains compared to baselines on Crisis dataset, which has larger input

graph size and compression rate according to Table 5.2. It proves the effectiveness of our

event graph on encoding a large number of documents and perform effective summarization.

Compared to Timeline17, the performance gain on Timeline100 is larger, which cover more

scenarios. It demonstrates the robustness of our event graph compression method.

22For fair comparison, our baselines focus on unsupervised methods that can produce key dates, which
excludes text word graph based models and pretrained langauage model based generation models due to
lack of temporal dimensions.

23We choose m based on three times of reference compression rates to allow comprehensive information
being kept.
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Model
Concat F1 Agree F1 Align F1 Date

Dataset R-1 R-2 R-1 R-2 R-1 R-2 F1

Timeline17

Chieu [299] 0.223 0.049 0.024 0.008 0.046 0.012 0.195
Submodular [305] 0.364 0.087 0.092 0.021 0.103 0.024 0.543
PacSum [359] 0.231 0.054 0.029 0.012 0.035 0.013 0.173
SummPip [360] 0.242 0.057 0.028 0.009 0.030 0.007 0.158

Optimal Transport 0.370 0.089 0.092 0.020 0.103 0.024 0.550
w/o temporal regularizer 0.369 0.087 0.091 0.018 0.101 0.025 0.545

Crisis

Chieu [299] 0.348 0.065 0.026 0.006 0.047 0.010 0.146
Submodular [305] 0.333 0.071 0.056 0.012 0.076 0.015 0.288
PacSum [359] 0.144 0.017 0.004 0.001 0.008 0.001 0.077
Summpip [360] 0.124 0.016 0.004 0.001 0.007 0.001 0.069

Optimal Transport 0.348 0.074 0.058 0.012 0.079 0.015 0.291
w/o temporal regularizer 0.348 0.073 0.056 0.011 0.076 0.014 0.290

Timeline100

Chieu [299] 0.127 0.028 0.011 0.003 0.017 0.004 0.138
Submodular [305] 0.257 0.060 0.016 0.005 0.021 0.007 0.290
PacSum [359] 0.219 0.045 0.011 0.002 0.016 0.005 0.151
SummPip [360] 0.196 0.034 0.011 0.002 0.017 0.004 0.158

Optimal Transport 0.278 0.067 0.017 0.005 0.023 0.008 0.295
w/o temporal regularizer 0.279 0.067 0.015 0.004 0.021 0.007 0.292

Table 5.3: Performance on timeline summarization.

5.5.3 Qualitative Analysis

Compared with the baseline timelines shown in Table 5.4, the date selection and event

node coverage of our method are much higher compared to baselines. The event triggers

are highlighted in red for easier comparison. Figure 5.5 show the generated timeline of

our walk-through example in this chapter, with the comparison with the reference timeline

and the best performing baseline [305]. The number of dates selected by the baseline is

larger compared to our approach, which demonstrates that our approach can better detect

salience of dates. We think this is because we take advantage of event graphs to capture the

events that are temporally salient. For example, our approach avoids the dates that do not

have associated salient events, such as 2009-06-26. Also, our temporal attributes are more

comprehensive and accurate due to the attribute propagation through shared arguments.

For example, the dates of unconscious and travel in Figure 5.5 are propagated from the die

event via the shared argument Michael Jackson.

Compared to the baselines, our approach keeps more events in the summary (highlighted

in green in Figure 5.5), while the baseline may produce a summary without events included,
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e.g., the summary of 2009-06-29.

Compared to the reference timeline, our model is shown to successfully detect the salient

events in the graph compression process. Although the release event has connections to

multiple events, it is not semantically relevant to other events, and thus it will not receive

a large mass during the transportation. The speak event is not strongly connected to other

nodes, and it is semantically close to interview, which will not be selected in the global

decision of the optimal transport plan. Similarly, the born event is omitted due to its large

time gap with other events, and the hire event is excluded since it is not semantically related

to other events.

Reference 2011-02-18

Libyan state television shows images of men chanting pro-Gadhafi

slogans , waving flags and singing around the Libyan leader ’s

limousine as it creeps through Tripoli .

In Benghazi , human rights groups and protesters claim they ’re under

attack by pro-government security forces .

Among the tens of thousands of protesters who take to the streets , at

least 20 people are killed and 200 are wounded , according to medical

sources .

2011-02-19

Protests continue to turn violent , however the death and injury toll is

unclear .

In Benghazi , witnesses report bloody clashes with soldiers firing tear

gas and bullets .

Witnesses say protests have erupted in cities across the country .

Human Rights Watch reports that 84 people have been killed in

Libyan demonstrations since February 15 .

2011-02-20

Violence surges in Benghazi where a witness says protesters have

taken control of the city and much of Tripoli .

Gadhafi ’s son Saif al-Islam Gadhafi appears on state television to

warn demonstrators that the country could fall into civil war if their

protests do not subside .

Method Example Output

Continued on next page

Table 5.4: Output comparison between our system and baselines.
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2011-02-21

The Libyan newspaper Quryna reports that the country ’s justice

minister has resigned to protest what he calls a “ bloody situation and

use of excessive force ” by security forces against protesters.

Chieu [299] 2011-02-21

By the CNN Wire Staff Libya protests spread to Tripoli State

Department has ordered the evacuation of all non-essential personnel

The Obama administration is stressing the need to avoid violence

against protesters Gadhafi ’s son has warned of a possible civil war if

protesters do not back down Washington ( CNN ) – The United

States on Monday condemned the violence in Libya and called for a

halt to the ” unacceptable bloodshed ” in response to civil unrest ,

Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said in a statement .

Submodular [305] 2011-02-15

Protests began February 15 in the eastern city of Benghazi , Libya ’s

second largest .

Witness says square in Benghazi is full of protesters , but there is

little sign of police or military Tanks surrounded demonstrators in

Benghazi , a protester says 50 reportedly killed since Tuesday , 20 of

them Friday U.S. president condemns the government crackdowns in

Libya , Bahrain and Yemen ( CNN ) – At least 20 people were killed

and 200 more were injured Friday in the northern Mediterranean city

of Benghazi , Libya ’s second-largest , said a medical source in

Benghazi who was not identified for security reasons .

2011-02-21

Among other things , Washington was taking a close look at a speech

early Monday by Saif al-Islam Gadhafi – the Libyan leader ’s son –

which included warnings of a civil war if demonstrations in the North

African country do n’t stop .

The United States on Monday condemned the violence in Libya and

called for a halt to the ” unacceptable bloodshed ” in response to civil

unrest , Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said in a statement .

Ours 2011-02-16

Method Example Output

Table 5.4 (cont.)
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Source : Several people arrested after police confronted protesters in

Benghazi , Libya .

2011-02-18

An Iranian opposition member warns that street protests could lead

to civil war “ Nastaran ” warns that protests are strengthening Iran ’

s Revolutionary Guard and pro - government militia.

2011-02-19

A Libyan woman supportive of the protesters , who was not identified

to protect her safety , told CNN that army soldiers on Saturday

initially claimed solidarity with the demonstrators , only to reverse

their tack and open fire on the crowd .

Three of those injured are in critical condition , the sources said .

While Human Rights Watch , citing interviews with hospital staff and

witnesses , reported 84 deaths since Tuesday , the total number is

unknown and could n ’ t be independently confirmed by CNN .

2011-02-20

Protests continue to turn violent , however the death and injury toll is

unclear .

Method Example Output

Table 5.4 (cont.)

5.5.4 Human Evaluation

We follow previous work [306] to do a scoring-based evaluation. We instruct the human

annotators to read 15 randomly sampled reference timelines, and rate summaries generated

by our system and baselines on a 1-5 point scale (1 is the worst and 5 is the best). We provide

reference timelines as the gold standard to annotators, instead of providing the input news

collection. It is because that each timeline contains hundreds of long documents as input,

making it hard to judge coverage and control scoring standards of multiple annotators. As

the evaluation is scoring-based, we only ask one annotator to score all timelines of each topic

to guarantee the same scoring standard. The order of annotating timelines is random, and

the annotators have no knowledge about the order of the systems. Each timeline annotation

takes around thirty minutes.

The timelines are evaluated in the following dimensions: (1) general score: the general

quality of the timeline; (2) coverage score: the events that are covered by the timeline; (3)
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Model General Coverage Coherence Temporal Preserving

Chieu [299] 2.4 1.4 2.5 1.4
Submodular [305] 3.2 2.7 3.4 2.6
Optimal Transport 3.9 2.9 3.7 2.8

Table 5.5: Human evaluation on a scale of 1-5 (1 is the worst and 5 is the best).

coherence score: the coherence of the story; (4) temporal preserving score: the selection

of key dates. Table 5.5 shows that our approach gets better results on all four measures,

proving that our model is reasonable to find semantically relevant, structurally salient and

temporally coherent events.

Figure 5.6: Analysis about compression rates.

5.5.5 Discussions

Generation Length. Previous work on timeline summarization [299, 305] relies on the

reference timeline to decide the compression parameters, such as the overall length or the

number of days. In our model, the number of nodes to be kept is decided by the hyperpa-

rameter m. Following previous work, we choose m based on the reference compression rate,

i.e., the ratio of the event nodes in reference summary to the input event nodes, as detailed

in Section 5.5.1. Figure 5.6 shows the relevance between the performance and compression

rate.
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Topic: BP Oil Spill
Graph Concat ROUGE 1
Size Ours Baseline ∆

bpoil washingtonpost 2582 0.232 0.223 +0.009
bpoil guardian 2744 0.566 0.536 +0.029
bpoil bbc 2972 0.464 0.459 +0.004
bpoil foxnews 3032 0.341 0.328 +0.014
bpoil reuters 3488 0.326 0.279 +0.047

Table 5.6: Analysis on the size of input event graph.

Compression Rate. The summarization performance is affected by the compression rate

of the reference summary. Figure 5.6 shows that our model achieves larger gains compared

to baselines on the timeline with higher reference compression rates, demonstrating that our

model is able to effectively select salient events for a large input corpus.

Timeline Topics. Figure 5.6 shows that the compression rates do not have correlations

with timeline topics, and our performance gains compared to baselines are not closely related

to timeline topics, proving the robustness of our method.

IE Quality. We use state-of-the-art IE model [162] for the event graph construction. The

IE quality on Finance is higher, leading to larger gains compared to baselines.

Input Graph Size. When generating timelines for the same complex event BP Oil Spill,

as shown in Table 5.6, the performance gain is generally increasing with respect to the input

graph size. It proves the effectiveness of our model on selecting salient information from

large graphs.

5.6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this chapter, we present a novel event graph compression framework for timeline sum-

marization and achieve state-of-the-art on multiple real-world datasets. Our usage of event

graphs allows for efficient joint encoding of a large number of documents; and our proposed

time-aware optimal transport allows unsupervised training of the entire framework. It is

the first study to use event graph representations to overcome fundamental challenges in

handling massive unstructured data that exist in various applications. It provides tangi-

ble guidelines to use event structural knowledge in practice, and shows positive results on

long-standing open problems in event tracking.

Our future work involves broadening our approach to include general fact-based genera-

tion and abstractive summarization. We also recognize the need to address the limitations of

current large models. Although large models are expanding in terms of input length, they’re
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not necessarily improving their capacity to capture long-distance knowledge and its inter-

connections. This prompts the need to devise a strategy to comprehend how information is

interconnected and to further discern which pieces of information hold more importance.

Moreover, the modeling of the temporal dimension needs further improvements, as it plays

a significant role in understanding social context. It helps to trace the sequence of events,

providing a clearer understanding of how one event leads to another. Therefore, we plan

to integrate richer semantics into the edges of our models, ensuring that the relationships

between events are not just sequential but also causally linked.

Additionally, we aim to incorporate subevent relationships for hierarchical timeline gen-

eration and include more multi-modal information in the source data. This comprehensive

approach would not only enhance the coherence and structure of the timeline but also enrich

our datasets and potentially improve the performance of our models. By considering these

various dimensions, we hope to provide a more holistic and in-depth understanding of the

information.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

6.1 CONCLUSIONS

The knowledge of events is scattered in a variety of languages and data modalities. The

limitation of computers as being more knowledgeable is not a lack of knowledge, but rather

the inability to synthesize all scattered information in order to apply it effectively.

Traditionally, multimodal factual knowledge extraction has been entity-centric with a

focus on concrete concepts (such as objects, object types, physical relations, e.g., a person

in a car), but lacks ability to understand abstract semantics (such as events and semantic

roles of objects, e.g., driver, passenger). However, such event-centric semantics are the

core knowledge communicated, regardless whether in the form of text, images, videos, or

other data modalities. However, existing methods oversimplify event understanding to be

single-modal (text-only or vision-only), local, sequential and flat. However, real events are

multimodal, hierarchical and probabilistic.

Hence, at the core of this thesis research in Multimodal Information Extraction (IE) is to

bring such deep factual knowledge view to the multimodal world. Modeling event semantics

in multimodal data poses significant challenges including:

• Complexity: The complexity stems from the involvement of multiple modalities.

Since events are closely related to status changes, reading the complex situation re-

quires to process information of both text and vision modalities and consolidate com-

plex semantic structures across various modalities.

• Dynamics: One primary challenge of event-centric understanding is the dynamic

nature of events, which requires to model the temporal dynamics spanning over a long

horizon.

• Factuality: Fact-based event summarization is a major bottleneck for current large-

scale pretraining models, specifically the capability to trace back the knowledge within

the generated output to ensure its factual consistency with the input.

To address these issues, we propose three principles on modeling multimodal event seman-

tics as the core of this thesis:

• Zero-Shot Cross-Modal Structured Representation: Our work endows machines

to understand complex abstract semantic structures that are difficult to ground into
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image regions but are essential knowledge (such as events and semantic roles of objects)

It is able to consolidate complex semantic structures of multiple modalities, providing

a major benefit over recent research advances in single-modality (text-only or vision-

only) knowledge.

• Temporal Event Graph Model as Schema: We propose to learn a graph model to

learn the process of event evolution along the timeline. It can input partially instanti-

ated graphs to “grow” the graph either forward or backward in time to predict missing

events, arguments, or relations, both from the past and in the future. Graph structure

can capture transitions between events in a long horizon, and has better explanability.

It empowers machines to perform probabilistic modeling of event prediction.

• Fact-Based Event Summarization: After converting unstructured data to struc-

tured events, we leverage the global event graphs to support downstream tasks, such

as timeline summarization, meeting summarization, questions answering, etc.

Guided by these principles, in this thesis we study three fundamental and highly related

event-centric tasks, event extraction, event schema induction, and event summarization.

We proposed the following models to tackle the aforementioned problems in complexity,

dynamics, and factuality:

(1) understanding multimodal semantic structures that are abstract (such as events and

semantic roles of objects): we propose zero-shot cross-modal transfer (CLIP-Event), which

is the first to model event semantic structures for vision-language pretraining, and supports

zero-shot multimodal event extraction for the first time;

(2) understanding long-horizon temporal dynamics: we introduce Event Graph Model,

which empowers machines to capture complex timelines, intertwined relations and multiple

alternative outcomes. I have also shown the positive results of event-centric knowledge

on long-standing open problems, such as timeline generation, meeting summarization, and

question answering.

(3) generating fact-based summaries: We show its positive results on long-standing open

problems, such as timeline generation, meeting summarization, and question answering.

In this way, our research enables machines to move from surface semantic understanding

to deep semantic understanding. So that machines can read complex multimodal semantics,

think long and wide with a event graph context, and write organized and grounded with

knowledge tracing back to the source.
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Figure 6.1: The model architecture of GAIA system.

Figure 6.2: User-facing views of multimodal event knowledge extraction.
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6.2 APPLICATIONS

Our models and algorithms for information extraction have been successfully applied to a

serious of knowledge extraction systems and have won top performance at NIST SM-KBP

evaluations of multiple years.

6.2.1 GAIA: Multimodal Knowledge Extraction System

GAIA is an open-source multimedia knowledge extraction system. Knowledge Extrac-

tion aims to discover structured knowledge elements such as entities, relations, and events

from unstructured data, and link them to external knowledge bases such as Wikipedia, and

GeoNames. Knowledge extraction outputs can support a wide range of downstream appli-

caions. In addition to the text IE models mentioned in this thesis, the GAIA system has

also been inherently designed for multi-media. We extract complementary knowledge from

texts, images, and video frames, and integrate the knowledge across modalities. Meanwhile,

following a rich ontology, the GAIA system is able to extract fine-grained types which is

crucial to scenario understanding and event prediction. As Figure 6.2 shows, GAIA contains

two major modules: (1) Text Knowledge Extraction (entity extraction and coreference, rela-

tion extraction, and event extraction and coreference) and (2) Visual Knowledge Extraction

(entity extraction, entity linking, and entity coreference). GAIA received the Best Demo

Paper Award at ACL2020.

6.2.2 Event Tracking via Timeline and Heat Map

Generally, a single document can only provide limited information even with a perfect

information extraction system. It is desirable to extract and aggregate knowledge elements

across multiple languages and documents to build a complete view towards a specific event,

scenario, or topic. Therefore, we develop a comprehensive multilingual knowledge extraction,

aggregation, and visualization system as Figure 6.3 shows. The system performs entity

discovery and linking, time expression extraction and normalization, relation extraction,

event extraction, and event coreference. The system supports the extraction of 7 entity

types, 23 relations, and 47 event types.

We extract and normalize time arguments to construct an event timeline in Figure 6.4

using TimelineJS for visualization.24 There are three zones in the web-enabled timeline

interface. By clicking on an event in the timeline, the pertinent context sentence for that

24https://timeline.knightlab.com/
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Figure 6.3: The model architecture of event tracking system.

event is displayed in the middle of the screen with the trigger and arguments highlighted in

color, along with a link to the sentence’s source document. Clicking on the source document

link retrieves the document with full inline annotations and its publication date, to support

inference of the absolute date(s) from relative time expressions in the text.

6.3 THE FUTURE OF EVENT-CENTRIC MULTIMODAL UNDERSTANDING

In this section, I present my vision for the future of event-centric multimodal information

access, through a structured knowledge view that is easily explainable, highly compositional,

and capable of long-horizon reasoning.

6.3.1 The Beauty of IE and Its Future

Information Extraction (IE) aims to uncover important facts that satisfy people’s informa-

tion needs, as well as connecting those facts in a way that provides people with meaningful

hypotheses. The beauty of IE lies in its ability to provide a knowledge-intense structure,

highlighting critical areas to focus on, especially when dealing with large corpora and long-
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Figure 6.4: The timeline tracking interface.

distance captures. It is this capability that enables us to reach a comprehensive understand-

ing of situations. IE successfully amalgamates knowledge from multiple languages and data

modalities, fostering processes such as planning and reasoning. Various commercial assistant

technologies, such as Siri, heavily rely on structured knowledge for their functionality.

However, currently available IE tools tend to be restrictive in their ontologies, lack general-

purpose scalability, and are scarcely found in popular Natural Language Processing (NLP)

packages like spacy and Stanza, where named entity recognition is a standard component.

This creates a significant gap as IE tools are crucial for situation understanding and should

be more readily accessible to users. One reason is that the strict structure has been one of

the major obstacles in preventing IE from evolving into an adaptable off-the-shelf tool. This

is because it attempts to precisely and discretely represent semantics across various levels

of granularity, which is difficult even for humans to create annotations. The heavy reliance

on ontology makes it difficult to generalize and to capture the most appropriate level of

granularity.

So one future direction to extend IE to a more semi-structured representation. Each node

can represent a natural sentence (allowing us to capture different levels of semantics) and

each edge can represent any level of semantics (e.g. hierarchical, temporal, or causal edges via

NLI models). With this approach, we are still able to keep the most beneficial aspects of IE,

such as the links between long-distance concepts, while simultaneously capturing semantics

of various granularities.
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Figure 6.5: The future of Information Extraction.

Another improvement in need is the evaluation process. Traditional evaluation of thumbs

up/down is too coarse-grained and not an effective way to use human intelligence. The goal

of IE is to uncover important facts that satisfy people’s information needs, so the evaluation

process should focus less on annotating facts, but focus more on assessing whether machines

are connecting and leveraging those facts in a way that provides people with meaningful

hypotheses. Also, grounding evaluations to user scenarios will be important to evaluate

whether models are really understanding and leveraging knowledge, rather than just capture

the surface data distribution.

6.3.2 Factuality in Information Access

One major future research direction is to improve factuality of information access. The

aforementioned semi-structured knowledge representation format can seamlessly integrate

with large language models, offering a convenient way to generate factual content. More-

over, this representation enables human involvement in verifying and enhancing knowledge

representation, fostering collaboration between humans and machines. Investigating how

factual knowledge can be extracted and leveraged to promote truthfulness in generated con-

tent is an important research direction.

A primary solution of ensuring truthfulness is using both external and internal knowl-

edge. As shown in Figure 6.6, knowledge can be presented from different sources. External

knowledge includes informative context, knowledge bases, and related documents from open
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Figure 6.6: Knowledge categorization based on knowledge sources.

web resources, typically relying on the success of information retrieval [361, 362, 363, 364],

information extraction [365], grounded generation [366, 367, 368] and knowledge-augmented

generation [369, 370]. Internal knowledge involves the implicit parametric knowledge stored

within the model, where the correction and refinement of parametric knowledge remains very

limited [371, 372, 373, 374, 375], and the explorations are limited to the inference stage solely.

Nevertheless, knowledge consists of more than just triples. It features complex structures,

semantically rich edges, as well as causal/temporal indicators. To address this problem, it is

crucial to not only decipher how intricate structured knowledge is interpreted through model

parameter patterns, but also understand how the model pieces knowledge together and gov-

erns the underlying logic during generation. A significant challenge in knowledge-controlled

generation is defining an appropriate knowledge representation that features both complex

structures and distributed representations. This representation should combine the strength

of symbolic-based reasoning to minimize unwarranted inferences, as well as the flexibility

of distributed representations to encode any semantic granularity. Both these features have

proven to be essential [376]. The ultimate goal is to rectify errors and refine model pa-

rameters by tracing back to the original pieces of knowledge, thereby enabling control over

content generation to ensure factual accuracy and minimize hallucinations. These challenges

are of utmost importance when utilizing large language models.

Factual Knowledge Cross Validation / Correction

Cross-Language Cross-Modality Cross-Source
Information 

Surgery

Figure 6.7: Factuality, Evidence and Truth in information access.

Another important aspect to improve factuality and truthfulness of information is through

the verification of facts using multiple modalities, as shown in Figure 6.7. For example,

speech plays a crucial role among these modalities, as it can effectively capture human
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emotions and reactions that provide valuable signals for fact validation. There is a great

opportunity to integrate multiple modalities to cross-validate facts across speech, video, and

text to ensure their reliability and truthfulness.

6.3.3 Modeling Semantics of the Physical World

Semantic understanding and language acquisition in humans does not solely rely on read-

ing; it also occurs through active engagement with the surrounding environment. In light of

the remarkable progress of the language world, we are now able to transit towards complex

and much more modalities that were previously beyond consideration. In this section, we

aim to extend the scope of information access by incorporating other modality signals in the

physical world. The ultimate research goal is to make machines capable of understanding

deep semantics as humans do, especially abstract semantics in the real world, including se-

mantic roles of objects (such as victim, detainee), and semantics of abstract concepts (such

as love, happiness). With this structured view of knowledge, machines are able to further

comprehend, reason, and communicate knowledge through vision and natural language.
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Figure 6.8: The knowledge to be acquired about the physical world.

Abstract Semantics Modeling: It is crucial to build open-world vision-language and

reasoning models that reason about abstract concepts, from general, simple, and observa-

tional to specific, complex, and interpretive. It is desirable to develop a neural symbolic

reasoning framework that is able to compositionally learn new concepts with the training
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signal transferred from language. It will learn not only to discriminate between known con-

cepts, but also to derive unnamed associations that provide the foundation for later learning

of novel concepts. Reasoning will be performed under a graph structural context, captur-

ing semantic roles, attribute semantics, temporal orders, and more. This approach can be

regarded as utilizing Multimodal Semantic Parsing to model fine-grained cross-media rela-

tionships, including the sub-graph structures. There is a great opportunity for researchers in

Natural Language Processing, Computer Vision, Machine Learning, Multimodal AI, Sym-

bolic AI, and Data Mining towards the joint understanding of multimedia data on novel

abstract concepts.

Comprehensive Semantic Granularity Modeling: Existing models lack the ability

to capture various levels of semantic granularity during vision-language pretraining. They

rely on human annotation or prior knowledge to control the semantic granularity can be

aligned, which is not a satisfactory solution. The ultimate goal is to automatically align

semantics of different granularities.

Human-in-the-loop Novel Concept Learning: The goal is to align the human’s

mental model of the presented scene with the system’s model of the scene. As such, the

system requests support from the human analysts for low confidence scenes. The interface

goals center on different forms of correction with respect to explanations, added examples,

quality, and improvements to our representation and curriculum.

Explainable Multimodal Semantics Learning: One exciting research direction is to

develop an explainable probabilistic logical rule learning framework. For example, a potential

way is to design a vector of probabilistic logical functions on each feature. We then perform

probabilistic logical rule learning to learn more expressive rules by composing them. In this

way, the model will be able to discover more complex interpretable logical rules from data.

Specifically, a family of tree-like logical functions can also be defined. Each logical function

will be defined in a recursive manner with logical operations.

6.3.4 Socially-Minded Healthier Information Consumption

Media sources, including social media and contemporary journalism, generate a significant

amount of data regarding the exchange of opinions. With the widespread use of multi-modal

demonstrations such as images and videos, people tend to frame different narratives based

on their preconceived interests. Video framing refers to strategies for narrating videos from

a variety of perspectives. By revealing the underlying meaning and bias of the text, it can

reveal the author’s opinions, intentions, and hidden agendas, which can reduce the level of

ambiguity in the text.
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Structured knowledge is useful to validate factual knowledge for misinformation detection

and to analyze linguistic clues of different framing strategies, such as partial highlights

of events, wording, and order of narration. It is an interesting direction to identify writers’

opinions, intentions and hidden agendas, thereby reducing ambiguity in text by revealing any

underlying meaning and bias. There are immense opportunities for researchers to collaborate

with Computing Social Science in order to advance this field.

This direction is also closely related to debiasing foundation models, which have drastically

advanced the forefront of various downstream tasks, but the social and cultural commonsense

of these models is still an open question. The training data for large language models ranges

from obvious discrimination to casual social stereotypes and subtle biases, meaning that

these models easily pick up on these negative associations while learning how to effectively

use language. This is a rapidly evolving field to recognize the associations that are problem-

atic [377, 378, 379]. However, current approaches mostly focus on post-hoc debiasing, which

requires additional mechanisms to effectively handle specific instances of bias, particularly

in rare or emerging examples. Another direction worth exploring is enhancing data quality

for pretraining by intentionally controlling and mitigating undesired associations, thereby

enabling a more informed and nuanced approach.
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